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Preface

Following the promulgation of the Shariah Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009 and Shariah  Nizam-e-Adl  

Rules 2009 for application in Swat region of KP, National Commission on the Status of Women  

commissioned a study to examine them from the women's perspective, especially Nizam-e-Adl's 

potential for delivery of speedy justice (Simi Kamal, Nizam-e-Adl Inside Out. NCSW, Islamabad. 

2010). It reviewed the structure, provisions and their scope and pointed out some of the gaps in the 

law. The principle conclusion was that there should be one law applicable across the country instead of 

parallel systems of jurisdiction. However, the effectiveness of any law, regulation or rules can be best 

gauged through its implementation.

NCSW is extremely grateful that Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Commission on the Status of 

Women took on the task of investigating the implementation of Nizam-e-Adl in Malakand Division. 

The study has assessed the implications of Nizam-e-Adl for women through analysis of cases disposed 

under the law. It has also collected the views of judges and lawyers and perceptions of a cross section of 

stakeholders about it. More importantly the study is valuable from the monitoring point of view 

providing insights and identifying shortcomings. Equally important is the collaboration that it 

represents between the National and Provincial Commissions – an absolute imperative for achieving 

security, justice and equality for all women of Pakistan.    

Khawar Mumtaz
Chairperson

National Commission on the Status of Women

May 2014
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Foreword

 The Provincial Commission on the Status of Women, KP established under the Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa Act XIX 2009 is a recommendatory body to the provincial government on matters 

related to legislation for women, inter alia. The purpose of the reviews is to identify the need for 

amendments in existing laws, suggestions for new laws for enactment, and/or repeal of discriminatory 

laws infringing on the universal rights of women as stipulated in our national Constitution and the 

Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) to which 

Pakistan is a signatory.

 A comprehensive  study was conducted by the NCSW on the Nizam-e-Adl, a judicial system 

imposed in Malakand Division in 2009 primarily perceived as the result of pressure on the 

government in countering the rise of the Taliban in Swat and adjoining districts of Malakand Division. 

The Provincial Commission on the Status of Women KP was notied in May 2010 and it took notice of a 

recommendation of the NCSW study for a follow up study to actually assess the implictions of the 

Regulation on women specically. The NCSW study had raised many concerns about the Regulation 

as a parallel judicial system, contrary to the constitutional requirement of one country and one set of 

laws. But more importantly, there was concern that the Regulation might involve infringement of the 

rights of women as enshrined in our Constitution of equality of all citizens and that it might be 

contrary to our international obligations.

 The Provincial Commission decided to udertake a follow up study two years after the 

implementation of the Nizam-e-Adl, a long enough period to assess it implications on women as 

fulllment of its responsibilities and commitment to the recommendation of the NCSW study. The 

Commission felt fortunate that Uzma Mehboob passed the requirements for the study to be contracted 

to her. Uzma Mehboob was acknowledged among others by the author for her input into the NCSW 

study. Uzma Mehboob also had the advantage of having a legal background and was thus suited for 

the conduct of the study. 

 The study, intended as a critical review of cases, is primarily a collection of informed views of 

judges and lawyers and perception of other stakeholders.  Some analysis of cases disposed under the 

Nizam-e-Adl was also done. The main conclusion that one arrives at on the basis of this study is that 

the Nizam-e-Adl is existing unnecessarily in parallel with the regular law of the land in Malakand 

Division. What was hoped to be achieved under it is being better achieved under the National Judicial 

Policy (NJP) which has a similar objective of speedy justice, clearance of backlog of cases, in addition to 

priority for women and children related issues which is missing in the Regulation. Thus the 

Regulation has not brought any additional value in the lives of Malakand Division even if it has not 

proved to be discriminatory towards women as was feared. Another obvious conclusion is that the lack 

of access to justice by women is still hindered by socio-cultural and economic factors as well as some 

lacunae in the laws in practice. It is time then for the provincial government to seriously reect on 

issue of doing away with special status to certain regions in the province that necessitate special laws. 

There should be one set of laws for the entire province with the Nizam-e-Adl repealed which was in any 

case based on political expediency rather than the result of a well thought out consultative process.  

Zubeida Khatoon
Chairperson PCSW

May 2013
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Abbreviations

ADR   Alternate dispute resolution 

ANP  Awami National Party 

CPC   Civil Procedure Code   

CRPC  Criminal Procedure Code           

CEDAW Convention on the Elimination of All Form of Discrimination Against Women 

FATA  Federally Administered Tribal Areas

FIR  First Information Report 
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NAR  Nizam-e- Adl Regulation 

NJP  National Judicial Policy 2009     

NCSW  National Commission on the Status of Women 
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TNSM  Tanzim Nifaz Sharia'ht-i- Mohammadi 
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Adl Justice 

Ala Illaqa Qazi Senior Civil Judge 

Amir Commander of the faithful 

Amn MoahidaPeace accord

Amir –bil- Maroof                 Islamic call to support good action 

Badal-i-sulh                           Settlement of blood dispute through exchange of a girl or  

woman in compensation 

Dar- ul- Qaza                          Higher court equivalent to High Court under NAR

Dar- ul- Dar-ul- Qaza              Highest court equivalent to Supreme Court  

Dastoor ul Amal                     Traditional Code of norms of State of Dir 

Fuqaha                                    Islamic Law makers 

Fiqh                                         Understanding and jurisprudence in Islam 

Ghairat Ka Nam par Qatal      Honour Killing

Hadd                                      Literal meaning “limit” or "restriction" or acceptable   

                                                behavior and punishment for crimes under Koranic 

injunctions

Hudood                                    Punishments xed for certain crimes under Islamic law 

or 'Shariah'h

Illaqa                                      Area 

Illaqa Qazi                              Civil judge 

Iza Zila Qazi                        Additional district and session judge    

Ijma                                        Consensus of the Muslim Umma 

Jirga  Meeting of local elders to resolve local and tribal 

dispute/s -tribal council 

Jihad                                     War in the name of Islam 

Khan                                     Landed person and local inuential

Majlis- e Shoora                Islamic term for Parliament 

Maulana                             Muslim religious leader 

Malik                                Tribal leader 

Musleh/ Musleheen           Arbitrator/Arbitrators 

Nizam                                 System

Nizam-e- Adl                     Justice System 

Nahi Anil Munkar              Islamic call to stop bad actions 

Qanoon-e- Shahadat          Law of evidence 

Qazi                                    A judge or qualied person to interpret Muslim 

Jurisprudence                                                       

Qiyas                                 Logical interpretation

Qisas and Diyat                 Muslim laws of retribution blood money 

Rivaj                                Traditions 

Rivaj Nama Swat            Traditional code and norms of Swat            

Sharia'h                              Islamic code of law 

Sharia'h Nizam-e- Adl    Islamic justice system 

Shia Sect of Islam - Followers of Hazrat Ali and Imams 

Sunni                                   Followers of Islam and the two major school of thoughts 

in Islam 

Sunnah-e- Nabvi                Tradition of the Prophet (PBUH) and guiding principles 

of Muslims  

Glossary
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Swara                               Custom of giving a girl/woman in marriage to a family 

member in settlement of a feud                                                                     

Taliban General meaning student. Singular form “Talib.” Name 

adopted by a militant group in Pakistan active for 

establishment of an Islamic State and justice system 

Tehsildar                           Revenue Ofcer of a Tehsil (administrative unit) for 

obtaining taxation 

Wali                                 Term for ruler of Swat 

Zila                                   District 

Zila Qazi                          District and Session Judge 

Zulam                               Injustice                
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1. Executive Summary: 

This study was commissioned by the PCSW to assess the awareness of the Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 

2009 among the different categories of people of the Malakand Division, as to whether it has had any 

appreciable impact on women's rights and welfare. The study aims to provide an insight into the 

issues surrounding litigation by women plaintiffs in the past and under the Nizam-e-Adl in the 

Malakand Division in a comparative analysis with the regular law. 

One of the observations of the study is that many of the women related laws are not in force in the 

Malakand Division, a fact already reported in the NCSW study completed in 2010 and it was 

important to know if there had been any change in the situation. What difference the Nizam-e-Adl had 

made in the lives of the women litigants was thus of great importance. The NCSW study of 2010 was  

conducted at a time when the Regulation had just been introduced and it was based on informed 

opinions of different stakeholders as to what it implied where women's rights were concerned. The 

study had therefore recommended a follow up study at the provincial level by the government or the 

Provincial Commission for Women (that was in the ofng) to ascertain the actual impact of the 

implementation of this judicial system. The present study took place after two years of 

implementation of the Nizam-e-Adl, a sufciently long enough time to have it assessed. 

The study was completed over a four month period. It involved a desk review and eld work in 

Malakand Division. The complete study covers 60 individual interviews, 15 FGDs and 5 district 

consultation meetings. 48 law cases were collected (32 from Malakand division and 16 from Peshawar) 

from the courts. The cases covered both trial and appellate forums relating to civil, criminal and 

family related cases involving women. The judgements in these cases were analysed in terms of 

objectivity and their sensitivity towards women's rights. 

1.1 Main ndings

Briey, the Nizam-e Adl Regulation comprises 19 sections and two schedules. The government  under 

this Regulation has established Qazi courts. It also provides an alternate dispute resolution  (ADR) 

system and a formal system of Musleheen for out of court settlement and arbitration for deciding 

minor cases on the pattern of a jirga system.The law provides for the establishment of a seat of the 

Supreme Court and a bench of the Peshawar High Court for the Swat/Malakand area. The Provincial 

Government has substituted the name of the Supreme Court and the High Court to that of the Darul 

Darul Qaza and the Darul Qaza respectively. 

The justice system under Nizam-e- Adl revolves around government appointed judicial ofcers, 

preferably those who have completed a Sharia'h course from a recognised institution. The names of 

the ofces of District and Sessions Judge, Additional District and Sessions Judge, Civil Judge and 

Magistrate have been changed to Zilla Qazi, Iza Zilla Qazi, Aa'la Illaqa Qazi and Illaqa Qazi 

respectively. It is not at all clear whether women judicial ofcers and persons from religious minorities 

will ever be appointed as Qazis. However with peace in the region now, women judicial ofcers are 

working in Swat, Malakand and Dir. To be noted is the fact tht  religious minorities do not exist as yet. 

1.2 Structure of the Courts

Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza is the equivalent of the Supreme Court of Pakistan and Dar-ul- Qaza is the 

equivalent of a High Court.     

The following courts of competent jurisdiction in the Malakand Division under the NAR are:
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(a) Court of Zilla Qazi;

(b) Court of Iza Zilla Qazi;

(c) Court of Aa'la Illaqa Qazi;

(d) Court of Illaqa Qazi; and

(e) Court of Executive Magistrate.

1.3 Procedures 

Under section 9 of the NAR, a person can le a case in the court of law along with attested copies of all 

evidence and afdavit from the witnesses in the court. This afdavit is called Examination in Chief.  

The copies of the entire case have to be sent to the defendants of the case as well through Registry post 

regardless of the number of defendants involved. So it has become a very costly process although it 

does not have any obvious value as neither a case can be disposed of on the basis of these document nor 

does it serve any other purpose. It is an unnecessary and extra burden on the client or the claimant. 

This is a specially difcult and expensive process for a woman when she wants to le any civil case or 

claim her inheritance rights. The same practice is necessary for all family and other cases. Without the 

completion of this documentation, no one can le the case in the court. It obviously matters to the 

claimant how long a lawyer takes in making and completing the documents which is their 

responsibility, and it does take a long time for the documentation to be completed. Lawyers prepare all 

evidence and defence evidence. Witnesses are usually not present usually at the time the lawyer 

writes evidence and may also put fake signature on the evidence. NAR does not allow new witnesses 

when witnesses refuse to come to the court at the time of evidence, except when new issues arise. 

Sometimes witnesses are not aware of what a lawyer writes in the afdavit so this process damages 

quality of justice delivered. This is a big defect of NAR as well as the confusions in the system. Lawyers 

have also increased their charges due to the greater volume of documentation involved. It has made 

the justice system more expensive for a person/plaintiff instead of cheaper and quick. It is very 

difcult for a woman who is already dependant and has no proper nancial and moral support for 

seeking her legal rights. 

To ensure quick justice, the Regulation bounds the courts to decide the cases, whether of criminal or 

civil nature, within a stipulated time and clearly warns that: “No adjournment shall be granted to 

either party in any civil or criminal proceedings, except where the court is satised that adjournment 

is unavoidable. In such case the requesting party shall deposit the costs in court, which shall not be 

less than two thousand rupees.”

A period of not more than six month for disposal of a civil case, and a period of not more than four 

months for disposal of a criminal case, is the standard time scheduled for both the Qazi and executive 

magistracy courts. However, there is no specically mentioned period for family cases. An appeal 

against the decision of Qazi or magistrate court would be disposed of within 30 days whereas any 

decree shall be executed within two months.

Just like the 1999 Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, this Regulation provides a mechanism for mediation 

between two parties. Subject to mutual consent of the parties, any civil or criminal case may be 

referred by a court to a Musleh (mediator) or Musleheen (mediators) before recording of evidence. 

Cases falling under the Hudood Ordinances or against the state cannot be referred to the mediator.

1.4 Nizam-e-Adl and the National Judicial Policy:

Undoubtedly over the recent past, pendency ratio has decreased in the courts which is not because of 

the NAR but the implementation of the National Judicial Policy (NJP) 2009. The major thrust of the 

Policy is on early disposal of pending cases in the superior courts as well as in district courts all over 

the country. The phenomenon of decreased pendency has not occurred in Malakand Division alone but 
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in the entire country. The courts performed well and by and large achieved the targets set for disposal 

of cases. Policy also specied time limitation for disposal of cases. Judges are bound under the NJP to 

complete tier units within given time and there is strict monitoring of judges. This has led to speedy 

disposal of cases but do not necessarily ensure quality of justice. Judges should place emphasis on both 

quality of justice provided and quantity of cases disposed of.

1.5 Recommendations:

The NAR was promulgated under Article 247 of the Constitution as Article 247(2) of Constitution 

allows special laws to be made for PATA. It is evident from the ndings of the study that the 

Regulation was the outcome of political expedience and an appeasement strategy to counter the 

growing inuence of Taliban and to restore peace and the writ of the government in Swat and Dir. 

Judges use it as and when they want but regular laws are in practice in the region. The practice of the 

two laws at the same time is creating confusion and frustration between the Bench and the Bar.  Thus, 

the most important recommendation of the study is that the Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009 should be 

repealed.

The people of Malakand Division have spoken through this study and declared that they are a part of 

the province and Pakistan. There is a district set up and government institutions are at work in their 

region then why should it fail in PATA. Their demand is for a regular district status and setting aside 

of the special laws imposed from time to time as if Malakand Division was a laboratory for testing 

different variety of laws. The demand was clearly to mainstream the Division into the rest of the 

province and receive the same treatment as the other districts.

The inclination towards the regular law of Pakistan as evident from the open and frank expression of 

views during the eldwork lends itself to different interpretations. It is possible that there has been a 

swing in public opinion now that the implementation of NAR has been seen to have no benet. In 

addition, the demand for Sharia'h law came from a specic group of people, namely, Su Muhammad 

and Mullah Fazlullah, who undertook upon themselves to speak for the entire area. On the other 

hand,the concern of the people is actually with speedy justice and equality of treatment before the law 

and nothing more. 

The study shows that the National Judicial Policy 2009 is in practice in the Malakand region as well. 

The Nizam-e-Adl is not a unique piece of legislation and it does not provide for special provisions for 

settlement of women's cases, which the NJP does; thus, the National Judicial Policy should and could 

easily replace it without any adverse consequences. 

It is highly recommended that all women related laws should be extended to the Divison immediately. 

The Commission could take a lead in engaging with the Government of KP on the matter with civil 

society rallying behind it for additional strength. Women parliamentarians are an important group 

for the Commission to lobby with to take up the issue of the repeal of the NAR in the provincial 

assembly. 

It is evident that the womenfolk of the Division and KP as a whole are not aware of the women related 

and other laws that aim to safeguard their rights. The Commission and civil society must play a more 

effective role in spreading awareness of these. PCSW can play a proactive role in reviewing certain 

laws on a priority basis and constitutional amendment for PATA and FATA both. 

To summarise, it is recommended that:

 The Nizam-e-Adl be repealed and Malakand Division brought under the regular judicial 

system. 

 Greater attention is required towards ensuring women's human and legal rights in Malakand 

region, for example land settlement and extension of women related laws waiting for extension 

there. 

 Build opinion among different stakeholders for the repeal of Constitution Article 247; thereby 
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paving the way for full district status to all the districts within Malakand Division. 

 The Provincial Commission on the Status of Women KP has the mandate to suggest 

amendments in law, new laws and repeal of discriminatory and parallel laws. It should in 

concert with civil society take a lead in the matter. It should lobby with key government 

agencies, key legislators of the province, and others to raise awareness on this critical issue.

2. About the Study
As recommended in the study by the NCSW, a follow up study was required at the provincial level to 

look into the actual implementation of the Nizam-e-Adl and ascertain the impact or difference it had 

made to women who were engaged in litigation or desired to do so. The Provincial Commission was not 

in existence at the time of the NCSW study but it was known that it was in the pipeline in the province. 

The study had therefore recommended that either the Provincial Government or the Provincial 

Commission undertake the follow up research, with its mandate to be aware of the status of women in 

the different regions of the province and advise the government regarding discriminatory laws and 

practices in existence for purpose of amendment and/or repeal. 

The Nizam-e-Adl was the result of great political pressure faced by the Government of President Asif 

Ali Zardari to reach a settlement with the Taliban. However, the demand for Sharia'h has a long 

history and dates back to previous governments. President Zardari signed the Nizam-e-Adl 

Regulation into law on April 13, 2009 after the passage of a resolution in the National Assembly 

approving of the measure. 

The Provincial Commission came into being in May 2010. It had to concentrate in its rst two years on 

administrative matters relating to setting up of ofce, recruitment of staff and release of funds from 

the government and clarications of procedures and systems for the use of the Government grant. The 

study on the impact of the Nizam-e-Adl on women is the rst one undertaken with Government funds. 

The timing was also appropriate for the study as sufcient time had elapsed for the effects of the 

Nizam-e-Adl to be researched. The NCSW had recommended a follow up research on the 

implementation of the law, as there were concerns that it might be discriminatory to women. 

The study does not intend to be judgmental but to be an objective and impartial assessment of the 

parallel system of legislation that became a law in Malakand on the long standing demand of the its 

population for speedy justice. It was the special interest of the Commission to assess its impact on 

women especially.  

2.1 Objectives of the Study: 

 

· To study and analyse how cases/law suits are being processed especially with reference to 

women's rights and protection issues under the Nizam-e-Adl 

· To compare the disposal of cases under the Nizam-e-Adl in comparison with the disposal of 

cases in the regular Courts in Pakistan and to understand the difference, if any, between the 

two judicial systems. 

· To point out & highlight added benets and/or constraints if any that facilitate women's access 

to justice under Nizam-e-Adl in comparative analysis with the regular courts.
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2.2 Methodology:

The study started with a desk review in the rst week of December 2012. Literature review 

consisted of the following documents:

  Nizam-e-Adl: Inside Out 2010 NCSW 

  The Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009 KP reg. No. 1 of 2009

  The Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Rules 2009

  Provincially Administered Tribal Areas (Nefaz-e- Nizam-e- Sharia'h)  Regulation (NWFP reg.  

No.II of 1994)

  The Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation ( 1 of 1999)

  The Constitution ( Eighteenth Amendment) Act, 2010 

  Rewaj Nama Swat 

  National Judicial Policy 2009 

An initial planning meeting was held with the Chairperson PCSW on December 26, 2012 to discuss 

and nalize the scope of the assignment, key activities, relevant persons to be interviewed, research 

instruments for the different categories of informants, and grid of the study. Individual interviews 

were agreed with the following:

  Lawyers  

  Judges

  Litigants ( women and men) 

  FGDs with women and men litigants

  FGDs with lawyers

  District consultative meetings with different stakeholders 

On the basis of the research framework, questionnaires were developed which were discussed with the 

Commission and then nalized.   

2.3 Data collection and data analysis: 

Four questionnaires were developed for the study for the following categories:

i) Judges and lawyers Malakand Division 

ii) Women and men litigants Malakand division 

iii) Judges and lawyers Peshawar 

iv) Women and men litigants Peshawar 

The study envisaged data collection and interviews in all seven districts of Malakand Division, viz. 

Swat, Buner, Chitral, Dir Upper and Dir Lower, Malakand and Shangla. Peshawar was taken up for a 

comparative analysis of the Nizam-e-Adl and the regular law. The plan included 96 individual 

interviews, 24 FGDs, 5 district consultative meetings and review of 30 cases with 15 from Malakand 

Division and 15 from Peshawar. The study could only cover 4 districts in Malakand, i.e. Swat, Buner, 

Dir Lower and Malakand, and additionally the district of Peshawar. Among the reasons were the 

severe cold weather and security aspects and the fact that the FGDs in Swat and Dir Lower covered 

laywers from Chitral and the uncovered districts so that an insight was acquired into the 

implementation of the Regulation. 

In all, 60 individual interviews, 15 FGDs, 5 district consultation meetings were undertaken and 48 

law cases collected (32 from Malakand division and 16 from Peshawar). The cases covered both trial 

and appellate forums relating to civil, criminal and family related cases involving women. The 

judgements in these cases were analysed in terms of objectivity and their sensitivity towards women's 

rights. 
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2.4  Duration of the Study: 

The study was completed over a four months period. It involved a desk review, eld work in Malakand 

Division and report writing The Study was carried out in three parts: 

 

Part 1: November 20 to December 30, 2012 

The rst part of the study involved a desk review of relevant laws and documents, development of 

research methodology, questionnaires and their nalization. Networking was commenced with 

relevant persons in Malakand Division for instantiation of eld investigations. The desk review did 

not unearth any specic research study or review on the subject apart from the study of NCSW by Ms. 

Simi Kamal. The Bar Association Swat with consultation of all Bar Associations of Malakand Division 

has reviewed the Regulation for its merits and demerits of the Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, but this 

document is not available to public.   

Part II: January 1 to February 25, 2013

During the second phase of the study, data was collected on cases, interviews and FGDs held, and 

district consultations conducted across Malakand Division. There was extended interaction with the 

different categories of respondents during the stay in Malakand. A noteworthy fact is that the public is 

not aware that the Nizam-e-Adl Regulation exists. The Regulation does not contain any special 

provision or code for women in its structure.       

Part III: March 1 to April 30, 2013 

In the third part of the study the focus was on a comparison of the Regulation and the Malakand 

Division with the regular law and the settled districts. Data collection, interviews, FGDs and district 

consultation were conducted in Peshawar with Lawyers, litigants, CSOs and judges. Even among 

lawyers there was a lack of awareness information of the Regulations, except those judges and lawyers 

who were trained and appointed for dispensation of justice under the Regulation in the Malakand 

Division.  

3 Background of Malakand Division: 

Malakand Division is an administrative division of Khyber Pukhtunkhawa. The Division includes the 

districts of Chitral, Dir Lower, Dir Upper, Swat, Buner, Shangla and Malakand. Before 1970, the area 

4. District consultative meetings 5 

5. Cases collected from 4 districts, per district 8 cases, 4 

running and 4 decided ( 16 Decided and 16 running) 

32 

6. Cases collected from Peshawar ( 8 decided and 8 running) 16 

7. Total cases collected 48 

Activities Total 

1. Individual interviews (27 women and 33 men)     Category:  

 20 lawyers(4 per district)  

 10 Judges(2 per district) 

 20 women litigants (4 per district) 

 10 men litigants (2 per district)   

60 

2. FGDs with litigants ( 5 women and 5 men) 10 

3. FGDs with lawyers 5 
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was part of Tribal Areas known as the Malakand Agency. In 1969, the princely states of Chitral, Dir 

and Swat were incorporated into West Pakistan and the area around the Malakand Fort was known 

as the Malakand Protected Area. The capital of the new division was Saidu Sharif, the capital city of 

Swat.  

Swat was part of the Mughal Empire ruled by local rulers known as the Akhunds. It continued to exist 

as a princely state during the British Raj from 1926 to 1947 and extended over the present districts of 

Swat, Buner and Shangla.  In 1947 it acceded to Pakistan.

Dir was also a small princely state. It ceased to exist in 1969 when it was incorporated into Pakistan. 

The princely state extended over what are now the districts of Upper Dir and Lower Dir. 

Chitral was another princely state of British India and Pakistan until 1969. The area of the state now 

forms the Chitral district of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa.

The state of Swat was geographically large and the most developed of all the other princely states. It 

was a welfare state due to the progressive policies of its ruler, Mian Gul Abdul Wadud (Badshah 

Sahib), followed by his educated son, Mian Gul Abdulhaq, who was succeeded by Miangul Jahanzeb 

who came into power in 1949. Mian Gul Jehanzeb was a progressive and popular ruler. He placed 

special attention on education and established a good number of schools and health centers 

throughout the State. He also established colleges to promote higher education. There was a good 

network of roads as well. The people of Swat were at the time modern and liberal. People visiting the 

state used to compare it with Europe. On the other hand and in comparison, the states of Chitral and 

Dir were backward and its people conservative and not well educated. 

3.1 Land and Women's Inheritance Rights in Swat:

Land remains the main source of economic and political power in the agrarian and feudal society of 

Swat. Inheritance and distribution of land is among patrilineal male heirs, and women have no 

rights of inheritance to land. The responsibility for a widow and unmarried daughter/s and sisters 

of a deceased (where there is no son or male descendants) is assumed by the closest male agnate/s, 

who is heir to the property of the deceased.

In the olden days, the male agnates would marry women regardless of their consent and willingness. 

Women did not have the right to sell or mortgage land received as “mahar” at the time of marriage and 

could only receive the yield from it. 

Traditional practices, namely rivaj, governed what women were entitled to or not during the time 

when Swat was a state according to a reliable source. Miangul Abdul Wadud had claimed that women 

had a rightful place in society, and were recipients of all rights and privileges expounded in the 

Sharia'h. 

Before 1949, the basis of inheritance laws was customary laws or rivaj. It was on the accession of the 

new Wali in 1949 that award of land was made to female heirs in accordance with Islamic law. But in 

disputed cases and some her cases, only the yield from land was possible for purposes of sustenance. 

Females could still not inherit land without the express permission of the Wali. (Source: Nizam-e-Adl 

Inside Out, NCSW) 
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4. Judicial History of Malakand Division: 
  

Swat was famous for its speedy system of justice. Whether just or not, justice was cheap and decisions 

were quick. Litigants did not have to bear heavy expenditure or go through prolonged procedures, as 

well as decisions properly and fully implemented. A murder case would be disposed off within a week 

on an application costing 5 paisas. On the other hand, the court and justice system was not speedy in 

Chitral and Dir. 

After the merger of Swat, Dir and Chitral states in 1969, Regulation I of 1969 brought change only to 

the effect that the powers and functions of the ruler ceased to exist which were delegated to a person, 

ofcer, or authority appointed or empowered by the Provincial Government. All the old laws including 

regulations, orders, rules, notications and customs, having the force of law, remained in force. This 

created confusion and uncertainty as there were no clear cut codied and compiled law, rules, and 

regulations. In 1970, the Cooperative Societies Act of 1925 was extended to Malakand, along with the 

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Pakistan and the Provincial High Court.  In the same year, the 

Tribal Areas Regulation 1970 introduced criminal courts with enforcement of the following laws, the 

Police Act 1861, the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, Pakistan Penal Code, Evidence Act 1872 and 

the Frontier Crimes Regulation 1901. The repeal of the old laws was thus to this extent only. Under 

Regulation I of 1971, a session court was set up for the entire Malakand Division. Regulation I of 1972 

brought the application of Local Government Ordinance to the area. 

The above reforms did not redress the grievances of the people, because the main rivaj (customary 

laws) continued to operate. The reforms did not provide a clear-cut demarcation between civil and 

criminal matters. In 1973, under the 1973 Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Article 247 

sub article 7, the President Order No.28 of 1970 was repealed and the Jurisdiction of Supreme Court 

and Peshawar High Court was extended to Malakand Division. In 1974, vide Regulation I of 1974, 

Civil and Revenue Courts were established. The major change was the implementation of PATA 

Criminal Law (Special Provisions) Regulation, Regulation I of 1975, Civil Procedure (Special 

Provisions) Regulation, and Regulation II of 1975. In 1975, PATA Regulation I came into force and 

Regulation II in 1976. This was followed by amendments to Regulation I of 1975 and Regulation II of 

1975 vide Regulation IV of 1976, which was termed as PATA Special Provisions (Amendment) 

Regulation, 1976. 

Under the PATA Regulations Qazi courts were abolished and powers were handed over to Tehsildars 

who used to convene a jirga of Khans to decide legal cases. Cases were kept pending for years causing 

hardship to the people. The appeal against the jirga decisions lay with the Deputy Commissioner. 

Since the PATA Regulations permitted the arrest or detention of any person without any reason it 

made the Malakand situation deteriorate. With the lifting of the emergency in the country in 1985 by 

Prime Minister, Muhammad Khan Junejo, litigants came forward to challenge Regulation I and 

Regulation II of 1975 (or the PATA Regulations) before the Peshawar High Court. This led to the 

Regulations declared null and void by the Peshawar High Court under articles 8 and 25 of the 

Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan on 24 February 1990. The Government of Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa challenged the Peshawar High Court's decision in the Supreme Court of Pakistan, but 

the Supreme Court 'dismissed with costs,' the appeal on 12 February 1994. In the meantime, the 

Tahreek-i-Nifaz-i-Sharia'h Muhammadi gained impetus and called for the enforcement of Islamic 

laws in the courts and for bringing the judicial system in the Malakand Division and Kohistan District 

in conformity with the Islamic justice system. 
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The campaign of Su Muhammad forced the then PPP-led government to promulgate the Nifaz-e-

Nizam-e-Sharia'h Regulation 1994 in the Provincially Administered Tribal Areas, i.e. the 

promulgation of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Regulation II of 1994. Not satised with the legislation, 

Su Muhammad continued to agitate and hold demonstrations. Subsequently, another Regulation 

called the “Sharia'h-Nizam-e-Adal Regulation, 1999” (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Regulation I of 1999) 

was promulgated.

5. Background of the Insurgency of Swat: 

Swat is a northern district of KP that, until ghting broke out between government security forces and 

the militants, was a popular vacation destination, and referred to as the Switzerland of Pakistan. 

Swat was an autonomous princely state under the British rule and in Pakistan until 1969. This legacy 

shapes the people's views of governance, instilling a tradition of personal rule that the militant 

leadership exploited by developing cults of personality. The inuence of militants spread throughout 

the district in the early 1990's, eventually linking up with the broader movement that permeated the 

region after the Taliban regime fell in Afghanistan.

The Swat chapter of the Tehrik Taliban Pakistan (TTP) evolved from the militant group Tehrik-e-

Nafaz-e-Sharia'h-e-Mohammadi (TNSM), which Su Muhammad established in 1992. The TNSM's 

mission was the implementation of a strict version of Sharia'h law in the Malakand region, including 

Swat, Buner, Upper Dir, and Lower Dir Districts. The inuence of TNSM spread throughout Swat 

during the 1990s at the same time that the Taliban were establishing themselves in Afghanistan. 

Over the years, Su Muhammad and, by extension TNSM, established strong ties with the Taliban. 

This led to the TNSM joining the Pakistani Taliban umbrella group (TTP) in 2007.  When the 

government of Pakistan arrested Su Muhammad in 2002 for openly inciting and recruiting militants 

to cross the border into Afghanistan and attack NATO and U.S. troops, his son-in-law Maulana 

Fazlullah took over leadership of the group. Fazlullah came to be known as “Mullah Radio” drawing 

much of his support from the incendiary broadcasts he issued on the illegal F.M radio station he had 

set up. He too espoused the cause of implementation of a strict version of Sharia'h law. Ultimately, the 

government of Pakistan took military action against him and he ed to Afganistan.

5.1 Peace Accord: 

The regions surrounding the Afghan-Pakistani border suffered great destabilization in the wake of 

the –U.S. invasion of neighboring Afghanistan after the 9/11 event and the resurgence of the Taliban. 

Following the siege of Lal Masjid in 2007, Pakistani troops and Islamic militants vied for control of the 

Swat Valley. Maulana Fazlullah and his Taliban-aligned 'Tehreek-e-Nafaz-e-Shariah-e-Mohammadi 

(TNSM) had established control of 59 villages in the region and as much as 70 percent of  Swat. In an 

effort to end violence the Awami National Party (ANP) negotiated the release in 2008 of Su 

Muhammad, the founder of TNSM and father-in-law of Fazlullah on a promise that he would 

renounce violence and agree to work towards a political solution. Su Muhammad took part in 

negotiations that led to the announcement of a temporary ceasere in the Malakand region on 

February 16, 2009. The provincial government agreed to allow the implementation of Sharia'h in the 

region with the stoppage of violence. Su Muhammad traveled to Swat to discuss peace with Fazlullah 

and his followers, who agreed to observe the ceasere. The ANP sent the bill to President Asif Ali 

Zardari, who delayed signing it into law until "the writ of the Government [had] been established. 

There were threats to the tentative ceasere in early April 2009 when Su Muhammad stating that 

the Government was stalling the implementation of Sharia'h courts in the Swat valley, ended support 

for peace negotiations. President Zardari kept postponing signing any agreement until peace returned 

to the valley. However, in face of increased political pressure to reach a settlement and after a 
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Resolution approved in the National Assembly, President Zardari signed the Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 

into law on April 13, 2009. Although the Constitution of Pakistan allowed the President to enact laws 

for the Provincially Administered Tribal Areas without approval of Parliament, Zardari used the non-

binding resolution for moral support. 

Proponents of the measure believed that the current military strategy was failing to prevent further 

bloodshed and that passage of the Regulation would allow for a peaceful resolution to the violence 

plaguing the Swat valley. They stated that the move towards Sharia'h reected the will of the people 

and that historical precedent existed for that type of governance in the region. Proponents portrayed 

this Regulation as a modication of past agreements, i.e., the Nifaz-i-Nizam-i-Sharia'h Regulation of 

1994 and the Sharia'h Nizam-i-Adl Regulation of 1999. 

The Malakand Accord, signed in February 2009, institutionalized Sharia'h law in the Malakand 

region including the district of Swat. Unfortunately the militants quickly violated the peace 

agreement prompting Pakistan to take military action. The militants failed to uphold their end of the 

deal by attacking government security forces, destroying schools, and setting up checkpoints and 

training camps. The accord did, however, provide Islamabad the moral ascendancy to opt for military 

itervention. In May 2009, the Pakistani military launched Operation Rah-e-Rast to clear out the 

militants from Swat and establish the writ of the government once again. In the process, a large 

number of people were displaced. 

4.2 Sufferings of women and children:

The heavy ghting between Taliban and the military had its greatest affect on children and women. 

Due to the ruthlessness of the Taliban several hundred people were forced to leave their homes and 

walk dozens of miles to reach safe havens. The burden was the greatest on expectant mothers who 

were compelled to leave home and live in the camps that were set up for the displaced population of 

Swat. Resultantly, Most of the children and women probably need counseling for psychological 

rehabilitation after coming back to Swat with the ending of the insurgency by Fazullah.  

Initially the people of Swat were not seriously concerned about the parallel government of the Taliban 

and their insurgency against the Government. The gravity hit them when womens’ movements was 

restricted and there was interference in their day-to-day life and activities. The affect on women was 

particularly severe. It became compulsory for even small girls to wear a veil and only a particular type 

of veil. The traditional chaddar that the women of Swat wore was not acceptable to the Taliban concept 

of a code of life for the women of Swat. The Taliban for violations of their brand of Purda meted out 

ruthless punishments. There were reports that several women were beaten, disgraced and humiliated 

in public for going to the market without a male escort, or without the appropriate type of veil, or for 

violations of the code of life imposed by the Taliban. Women workers, namely nurses and those 

belonging to national and international NGOs were threatened. The Taliban passed verdicts that 

girls would study until fth class only. Music was haram and the use of toys by children forbidden if 

they contained music notes. There was victimization of professional performers who had to migrate to 

other parts or give up their profession. Beards for men became compulsory and barbers received 

threats of dire consequences for shaving the beards of men. The Taliban never cared for the poor, the 

helpless and the distressed until they would join the Taliban ranks. 

Swat is once again safe and tourism is picking up slowly, which is the mainstay of its economy. 

According to an ofcial of Social Welfare Department, women are playing a major role in promoting 

education and leading rehabilitation projects. People are gradually rebuilding their lives. Cultural 
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traditions, prohibited through the Taliban's puritanical decrees, are in practice again. 

5. The Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009:

5.1 Promulgation of Regulation: 

The NWFP Governor promulgated the Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009 on April 13, 2009 and 

appointed qazis (judicial ofcers) well versed in Islamic Sharia'h and restored the erstwhile executive 

magistracy system in the Malakand Division and Kohistan.

The Regulation, termed as key to restoration of durable peace in Swat by the provincial government, 

replaced the existing Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, 1999, which had been in vogue in Malakand 

and some other parts of the Provincially Administered Tribal Areas (PATA). The Regulation was 

promulgated under Article 247 of the Constitution after the approval of President Asif Ali Zardari. 

The Regulation is applicable to PATA in the province except the tribal area adjoining Mansehra 

district and the former State of Amb.

6. The Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009:  

The Regulation is called the Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, 2009, NWFP REG.NO. 1 of 2009. This 

will be applicable in the Provincial Administered Tribal Areas of the North-West Frontier Province 

accept the Tribal areas adjoining Mansehra district and the former State of Amb. The Regulation 

covers all of Malakand Division. This is made up of 7 distircts, Swat, Dir Upper, Dir Lower, Shangla, 

Buner, Malakand and Chitral.  

The Regulation is promulgated under Clause (3) and (4) of Article 247 of the Constitution of the 

Pakistan. Articale 247 provides that no Act of Majlis-e-Shoora (parliament) or a Provincial Assembly 

shall apply to provincially administered Tribal Areas, or any part thereof, unless the governor of the 

province in which the Tribal Areas is situated, with the approval of the President, so directs. Clause (4) 

of Article 247 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan provides that the governor of a 

province, with the prior approval of the President may, with respect to any matter within the 

legislative competence of the Provincial Assembly, make regulations for the peace and good 

governance of Provincially Administered Tribal Areas or any part thereof.  

In short Nizam-e Adl Regulation comprises 19 sections and two schedules. The government  under 

this Regulation established Qazis and Qazi courts. It also gives an alternate dispute resolution ( ADR) 

system and a formal system of musleheen for out of court settlement and arbitration to decide minor 

cases similar to the working of a jirga system.The law provides for the establishment of a seat of the 

Supreme Court and a bench of the Peshawar High Court for the Swat/Malakand area. the Provincial 

government has substituted the name of the Supreme Court and the High Court to the Darul Darul 

Qaza and the Darul Qaza respectively. 

The names of the ofces of District and Sessions Judge, Additional District and Sessions Judge, Civil 

Judge and Magistrate have been changed to Zilla Qazi, Iza Zilla Qazi, Aa'la Illaqa Qazi and Illaqa 

Qazi respectively. According to Section 6, the Illaqa Qazi shall be a person who is a duly appointed 

judicial ofcer in the KP, preferably one who has completed the Sharia'h course from a recognised 

institution, as stated in cluse 2 (h). It is not at all clear whether women judicial ofcers and those from 

among religious minorities will ever be appointed as qazis. But now with peace in the region women 

judicial ofcers are working in Swat, Malakand and Dir. 
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(a) “Court” means the court of competent jurisdiction established and designated as such under 

this Regulation, and includes a court of appeal or, as the case may be, a court of revision;

(g) “Qazi” means a duly appointed judicial ofcer as specied and designated in column (3)   of 

Schedule II; 

(h) “Recognised institution” means the Sharia'h Academy established under International   

Islamic University Ordinance, 1985 (XXX of 1985) or any institution imparting training in Uloom-

e-Sharia'h'hh and recognised as such by government;

S.No.  Designation of judges and Judicial 
Ofcers in the NWFP except PATA 

Designation of judges and Judicial 
Ofcers in the PATA 

1 District and Sessions Judge Zilla Qazi 

2 Additional District and. Sessions Judge Iza Zilla Qazi 

3 Senior Civil Judge/Judicial Aa’la Illaqa Qazi  

4 Civil Judge/Judicial Magistrate Illaqa Qazi 

SCHEDULE II

There are ve categories of courts apart from Dar-ul Dar-ul Qaza and Dar-ul Qaza. 
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Sharia'h means according to Regulation:

The Regulation denes Sharia'h as an Islamic injunction laid down in the Holy Quran, Sunnah-e-

Nabvi, Ijma and Qiyas (Analogy- See Glossary). A qazi or executive magistrate is bound to seek 

guidance from the said four sources of interpretation of Sharia'h. The conduct and character of judicial 

ofcer and executive magistrate shall also be in accordance with the Islamic principles. Moreover, all 

cases are required to be decided by the concerned courts in accordance with Sharia'h.

(j) “Sharia'h means the injunctions of Islam as laid down in the holy Quran and Sunnah, Ijma and Qiyas.

3: Explanation:

In the application to the personal law of any Muslim sect, the expression “the holy Quran and Sunnah” shall mean 

The Regulation is giving two appellate forums, Dar-ul- dar-ul Qaza and Dar-ul Qaza, which would operate in 
Malakand Region. The Dar-ul- dar-ul Qaza would be equivalent to the Supreme Court and the Dar-ul Qaza would be 
similar to the appellate jurisdiction of the High Court. 

(b) “Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza” means the nal appellate or revision court, in the said area, designated as 
such, under this Swat Peace Accord Regulation in pursuance of clause (2) of Article 183 of the 
Constitution of the Islamic republic of Pakistan;

(c) “Dar-ul-Qaza” means appellate or revisional Court constituted by Governor of North West 
Frontier Province in the said area, under clause (4) of the Article 198 of the Constitution of the 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan;

Under Article 4, the Regulation states that certain laws cease to operate if they are not 
corresponding to the Injunctions of Quran  Majeed and Sunnah.  PART IX of Constitution of 
Pakistan 1973 says



The most controversial parts of this legislation are Sections 7(2), 7(3) and 14(2). Section 7(2) and (3) 

empower the district and other magistrates to enforce “sadd-e zare jinayat”, a term that means and 

includes all actions and steps taken under Sharia'h law and any other law enforced for the control of 

crimes. For this purpose, the magistrate can take action against an individual under the established 

principles of Sharia'h.

4: Certain Laws to Cease to Operate:
If, immediately before the commencement of this Regulation, there was in force in the said area 
any law, instrument, custom or usage having the force of law not corresponding to the Injunctions 
of Quran Majeed and Sunnah or provisions of any of the laws applied to the said area by this 
Regulation, such law, instruments, custom or usage, as the case may be, shall upon such 
commencement, cease to have effect in the said area.

5: Courts:
Besides, Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza and Dar-ul- Qaza, there shall be following courts of competent jurisdiction, in the 
said area:
(a) Court of Zilla Qazi;
(b) Court of Izafi Zilla Qazi;
(c) Court of Aa'la Illaqa Qazi;
(d) Court of Illaqa Qazi; and

7: Executive Magistrate:
(1) In each district or protected area, there shall be a district Magistrate, Additional District 
Magistrates, Sub Divisional Magistrates and other Executive Magistrates as the Government may 
deem necessary to appoint.
(2) The District Magistrate and all other Executive Magistrates shall discharge their functions, 
responsibilities and exercise their powers according to the established principles of Sharia'h and 
other laws for the time being in force in the said area.
(3) Keeping peace, maintaining order, enforcing the executive authority of the Government and 
“Sadd-e-Zara-e-Jinayat” shall be the duty, responsibility and power of the District Magistrate. For 
this purpose he may take action against an individual under the established principles of Sharia'h.
(4) The cases included in Schedule III to this Regulation shall be exclusively triable by Executive 
Magistrates.
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227. Provisions relating to the Holy Quran and Sunnah. 
(1) All existing laws shall be brought in conformity with the Injunctions of Islam as laid down 
in the Holy Quran and Sunnah, in this Part referred to, as the Injunctions of Islam, and no law 
shall be enacted which is repugnant to such Injunctions. 
The rst step towards the “Islamisation of laws” was taken by the government of Liaquat Ali Khan 
when it passed the “Objectives Resolution” on March 12, 1949. The Objectives Resolution was passed 
as a pious declaration that later became the preamble of the future Constitution(s). This declaration 
states that Pakistan shall be an “Islamic democratic country” and chosen representatives of the people 
shall govern the country within the boundaries prescribed by the “Sharia'h. Later in 1985 vide the 8th 
Constitutional Amendment, Article 2-A was inserted and the Objectives Resolution was made a 
substantive part of the Constitution. So it is clear that all regular laws are not against the injunctions 
of Islam.  
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Explanation: The expression “Sadd-e-Zara-e-Jinayat” means and includes all actions and steps 
taken under the Sharia'h laws and any other law in force for the time being for the control of crimes. 

The executive magistrate would be empowered to deal with those cases under the Pakistan Penal 
Code that were punishable up to three years imprisonment; local and special laws; cases pertaining to 
breach of peace and public nuisance; and, cases pertaining to deviations of licenses and permits under 
relevant laws. Another very important point is this that these executive magistrates are not legal 
persons (not compulsory to holding law degree).    

SCHEDULE III

S.No.  Description of Offences 
1 All offences under Pakistan Penal Code punishable with imprisonment up to 

three years with or without ne. 

2 All offences punishable under Local and Special Laws punishable up to three 
years with or without ne. 

3 Cases for prevention of breach of peace and public nuisances under the Pakistan 
Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898. 

4 Cases pertaining to deviations of licences and permits under relevant laws 
applicable to the said area 

 

8: Submission of Challan to Qazi or Executive Magistrate:

 It shall be the duty of every ofcer-in-charge of a police station to ensure that complete challan in 

each criminal case is submitted to the concerned Court within fourteen days from the date of 

lodging the rst information report, except in a case in which the concerned Qazi or Executive 

Magistrate has granted special extension of time for a specied period for reasons to be recorded:

(1) Provided that if any ofcer-in- charge of police station or investigation ofcer fails to submit 

complete challan within specied period, the Qazi or Executive Magistrate concerned shall refer 

the matter to competent authority for disciplinary action against the police ofcer responsible for 

such delay and necessary disciplinary action shall be taken against him forthwith and shall be duly 

communicated to the referring Qazi or Executive Magistrate. 

(2) The ofcer-in-charge of a police station shall submit a copy of the rst information report to 

concerned Qazi or Executive Magistrate within twenty four hours of its lodging, and inform the 

concerned Qazi and Executive Magistrate, from time to time, about the position and further 

Proceedings according to Sharia'h: 
In absence of any codication of the principles of Sharia'h, some questions arise: what is Sharia'h, in 
substantive terms; what are the principles of its interpretation; and who is competent to dene and 
lay down the edicts of Sharia'h? These are very controversial areas of interpretation. We have 72 
recognised sects of Islam; whose interpretation of Sharia'h law will these judges follow? Muslim 
scholars have numerous theories of evidence and punishments; how will these judges adopt a uniform 
procedure of trial and judgement?
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9: Proceedings to be in Accordance with Sharia'h:
(1) A Qazi or Executive Magistrate shall seek guidance from Quran Majeed, Sunna-e-Nabvi 
(PBUH), Ijma and Qiyas for the purposes of procedure and proceedings for conduct and resolution 
of cases and shall decide the same in accordance with Sharia'h. While expounding and interpreting 
the Quran Majeed and Sunna-e-Nabvi (PBUH) the Qazi and Executive Magistrate shall follow the 
established principles of exposition and interpretation of Quran Majeed and Sunna-e-Nabvi 
(PBUH) and, for this purpose, shall also consider the expositions and opinions of recognised 
Fuqaha of Islam.

Article 9: (2) No court shall entertain a suit unless the plaintiff or, as the case may be, the 
complainant veries that copies of the plaint along with supporting documents have been 
sent, through registered post with acknowledgement due to all defendants, except in case 
of a suit for perpetual injunction accompanied by an application for temporary injunction.

(3) The pleadings shall be accompanied by copies of all relevant documents and afdavits 
of all the unofcial witnesses duly attested by an oath commissioner. The afdavits so 
submitted shall be treated as examination-in-chief of such witness:

Provided that if, after submission of pleadings, in the opinion of court, any new issue 
arises, party to proceedings may be allowed to submit afresh copies of relevant documents 
and afdavits of unofcial witness attested in the manner aforesaid, for arriving at just 
conclusion of case. 

To speed up the procedings Article 9 under sub Articles  4 to 6 x time period for lling written 

statement and arguements for nal judgement.

Art. 9. (4) In all cases of civil nature written statement shall be submitted within seven days and 
where the defendant fails to do so his defense shall be struck off:

Provided that the court may extend time for ling of written statement in extraordinary 
circumstances for an additional Period of seven days. The time so allowed shall not be extended 
further on any ground whatsoever.

(5) After completion of evidence, the court shall ask the parties to argue, either verbally or in 
writing, on the adjourned date and, if either of the party fails to do so on the date so, xed, the court 
shall pronounce judgment on merits without any further adjournment for arguments:
Provided that it shall be the duty of the court to make list of relevant reported judgments, referred 
to by any party as precedent, which shall form part of judicial record.
(6) No adjournment shall be granted to either party in any civil or criminal proceedings, except 
where the court is satised that adjournment is unavoidable. In such case the requesting party 
shall deposit the costs in court, which shall not be less than two thousand rupees.

Submission of evidence with Written Stament: 
No one can le a suit without submission of  attested copies of Examination In chief, no matter how 
many defendants there are. This provision makes litigation more expensive, and is especially very 
difcult for a woman who is already dependant and has no proper nancial and moral support for 
seeking her legal rights. 
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Time Frame for Cases: 
To ensure quick justice, the Regulation bounds the courts to decide the cases, whether of criminal or 
civil nature, within a stipulated time and clearly warns that: “No adjournment shall be granted to 
either party in any civil or criminal proceedings, except where the court is satised that adjournment 
is unavoidable. In such case the requesting party shall deposit the costs in court, which shall not be 
less than two thousand rupees.”

A period of not more than six month for disposal of civil case, and a period of not more than four months 
for disposal of criminal case, is the standard time schedule for both the Qazi and executive magistracy 
courts. However, there is no specically mentioned period for family cases. In case of any delay, the 
Qazi is bound to report the cause and reasons of such delays to the Zila Qazi or to the Presiding Ofcer 
of Dar-ul-Qaza as the case may be. If the Zila Qazi or Presiding Ofcer of Dar-ul-Qaza feels that the 
delay has been due to delaying tactics of a party, it shall impose a cost recoverable from the defaulter 
party and direct the court concerned to dispose of the case within an extended period of not more than 
one month.

If a Qazi or executive magistrate is responsible for delays, his superior authority would issue a letter of 
displeasure to him. In the event that a Qazi is served with three letters of displeasure in a year, then 
after providing him with the opportunity of being heard, he/she may make an entry in his service 
record. An appeal against the decision of Qazi or magistrate court would be disposed of within 30 days 
whereas any decree shall be executed within two months.

10: Observance of Time Schedule:
(1) A period of not more than six months for disposal of a civil case, and a period of not more than 
four months for disposal of a criminal case, shall be standard time schedule excluding the time 
spent for proceedings. ( Sub Article 2 to 9 giving other proceedures for reducing delaying tactices 
and also imposing nes on the guilty parties)

In case the pending cases in any Qazi or executive magistrate court exceeds more than 200 days, the 

Government would establish a new court to ensure dispensation of justice within the prescribed time 

11: Establishment of Courts:
(1) As soon as may be after the commencement of this Regulation, the Government shall take 
necessary steps to establish as many courts as may be necessary to ensure expeditious dispensation 
of justice within prescribed time schedule.

(2) Where the number of pending cases at a time exceeds more than one hundred and fty in a court 
of Zilla Qazi, District Magistrate, or, as the case may be , Iza Zilla Qazi, or exceeds more than two 
hundred cases in a court of Aa'la Ilaqa Qazi, Executive Magistrate, or, as the case may be, Illaqa 
Qazi, it shall be necessary for the Government to establish a new court and provide it all related 
facilities to ensure dispensation of justice within prescribed time schedule.

Appeal and Revision: 
The Regulation provides for two appellate forums, the the Dar-ul-Dar-ul Qaza and the Dar-ul 
Qaza. The Dar-ul-Dar-ul Qaza is to be the equivalent of the Supreme Court and the Dar-ul Qaza 
would be similar to the appellate jurisdiction of the High Court. The Government established a 
High Court Bench in Swat to operate as the Dar-ul Qaza. In reality, there is no Dar-ul Qaza and 
the establishment of the Dar-ul –Dar-ul Qaza s still unclear. 
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The Regulation gives a strict time frame for appeals and revisions. The given time for appeals and 
revision is 30 days. The big lacuna is this that there is no time limitaion for jugdes to write the 
announced jugdment and issue copies to palintiff and defendant with in x time. Without attested 
copy of judgement/ decree no one can le appeal against a decision. If a judge fails to write 
judgment with in 30 days and concern parties fail to le appeal with in given time 30 days then 
their right of appeal will lapse. 

There is also no provision for remand in the Regulation but the CPC is in practice and courts are 
remanding cases on daily bases.   

12: Appeal and Revision:
Subject to the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, appeal or revision against the 
orders, judgment or decrees of the Dar-ul Qaza shall lie to the Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza established for 
the purposes of this Regulation.

Provisions for Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR): 
Just like the 1999 Regulation, the Regulation provides a mechanism for mediation between 
two parties. Subject to mutual consent of the parties, any civil or criminal case may be 
referred by a court to a Musleh (mediator) or Musleheen (mediators) before recording of 
evidence. Cases falling under the Hudood Ordinances or against the state cannot be referred 
to the mediator.

13: Power to appoint Musleh:
(1) Any civil or criminal case, subject to mutual consent of the parties, may be referred by a court to 
Musleh or, as the case may be, musleheen before recording of evidence, either on the agreement of 
the parties regarding the names of such musleh or musleheen, or in case of their disagreement, to 
such musleh or musleheen whose names appear on the list maintained by the court for such 
purpose:

Provided that the cases falling within the purview of Hudood laws and cases by or against the 
Federal Government or Provincial Government or any statutory body or persons under legal 
disabilities shall not be referred for sul'h.

(2) The musleheen shall record their opinion with regard to a dispute referred to them with reasons 
thereof.

(3) Where a musleh or, as the case may be, musleheen, to whom a dispute has been referred for 
resolution, either fail or refuse to resolve it, or the Court is of the opinion that unnecessary delay has 
been caused, without sufcient reason, in resolving it, the Court, may, on the application of a party or 
suo 'moto, for reasons to be recorded, withdraw the order of such reference and, after such 
withdrawal, it shall resolve the dispute in accordance with Sharia'h as if it were not referred for sul'h:

Provided that, in no circumstances a case shall remain with a musleh or, as the case may be, 
musleheen for a period of more than ^.fteen days, but the court may, in extraordinary 
circumstances, for reasons to be recorded in writing, extend the time for fteen days and, on the 
expiry of the aforesaid period, it shall stand withdrawn to the court for further proceedings.

(7) The court shall, keeping in view the actual expenses incurred by the musleh or musleheen, on 
travelling to, and stay at, the place other than the place of his or, as the case may be, their residence, 
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and the time spent, in dealing with the case, in particular circumstances of each case, x the 
remuneration of such musleh or musleheen, to be paid by each party in such proportion as may be 
determined by the court

Scope for Non-Muslim Judicial Ofcers under the Regulation: 
Article 14 speaks about the conduct and character of each Judicial Ofcer and Executive 
Magistrate and reduces the opportunity for non-Muslim judicial ofers to be appointed in this 
region. On the other hand, contrary to the general perception that Swat has been surrendered 
to the Taliban and different sects of the religion and minorities would be at the receiving end 
under the new dispensation, Article 14 sub clause (2) clearly protects all muslim sects and 
minorities from being tried under laws that do not match their respective faith.

14: Conduct of Judicial Ofcers and Executive Magistrates:
(1) The conduct and character of each Judicial Ofcer and Executive Magistrate shall be in 
accordance with the Islamic principles.

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force/ all cases, 
suits, inquires, matters and proceedings in courts, pertaining to the said area, shall be 
decided by the courts concerned in accordance with Sharia'h: Provided that cases of non-
Muslims in matters of adoption, divorce, dower, inheritance, marriage, usages and wills 
shall be conducted and decided in accordance with their respective personal laws.

Women's Cases and the Nizam-e-Adl:
The text of Nizam-e-Adl does not give any sp ecic provisions for dealing with women 
related cases, nor says anything about women's equal rights. The Regulation focuses on the 
speedy disposal of cases. Details of how family cases would be dealt are missing. As 
mentioned before, the pro women legislation of recent years are not in force as yet, and many 
cases  led by women that are primarily related to inheritance are pending in the courts. The 
existence of many procedural matters for pursuing cases and the traditional constraints 
facing women force women to compromise and withdraw cases after some time. Litigation 
under this Regulation has become expensive for women especially and for men in general. 
Lawyers have also increased their fee because of increased documentation before ling a suit.  

Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Rules 2009:
In exercise of the powers conferred by the paragraph 17 of the Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl 
Regulation 2009 ( NWFP) Regulation No. 1 of 2009), the government of NWFP (Kyber 
Pakhtunkhwa)  may make rules implementaion of the Regulation. Rules provide details to 
support the clauses in the main Regulation. 

Judicial Ofcer/ Qazi: 

1. Qualification for appointment of Qazi: Government shall appoint a person as Qazi who;

a. Has obtained a specified degree from an Islamic University/ Institution including a Dar- ul- 
Uloom recognized by government; or 

b. Being a judicial officer, has undergone a prescribed Sharia'h course from a recognized institution. 
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2. Conduct and character of Qazi/ Executive Magistrate: A Qazi/ Executive Magistrate shall try to 
order and maintain his official and personal conduct and character in accordance with the injunction 
of Islam and Ejabi and Salbi conditions prescribed by known Muslim Schlars for an Adil, Shahid and 
Qazi. 

3. Conditions for Qazi/ Executive Magistrate: A Qazi/ Executive Magistrate shall try his best to take 
guidance from Holly Quran and Sunnah. While interpreting and explaining Sharia'h, the recognized 
principles of interpretation and explanation of Holy Quran and Sunnah shall be followed and the 
exposition and opinions of recognized jurists of Islam belonging to prevalent Islamic school of 
jurisprudence may be taken into consideration. 

4. Selection of Musleheen/ Mediators: A Qazi assists the parties to dispute in selecting a mediator 
from the panel of Musleheen maintained for this purpose or with the consent of the parties, from 
amongst other known persons of the locality. 

The above clauses clearly indicate the difference between the qualication criteria for a Qazi and a 
regular judge. But in reality, the Qazis are duly appointed judicial ofcers by the Government who are 
transferred from the regular courts without undergoing specialized training to be able to interpret the 
Quran and Sunnah and hold ijtehad. The matter of whether a duly appointed woman judicial ofcer or 
a non-Muslim can become a Qazi or not is not evident. However, women judges are working very 
effectively in the region. The respondents expressed great interest and need for the  appointment of 
more female judges or Qazia - the title commonly used for them.

Duty of Musleheen:   
The whole justice system revolves around the government-appointed Qazis and Qazi courts or the 
appellate bodies; the police; civil magistracy; and the complainant/defendant or accused/prosecutor. 
For out-of-court settlement, the Regulation 2009 provides for “musleheen”, who would decide minor 
cases but only with the agreement of both the parties. If parties are not satised with the decision of 
the Musleheen, they start normal proceedings in the court. Parties have no right of appeal against a 
Musleheen's decision, except to prove before court that the Muleheen's opinion is un-Islamic or a 
miscarriage of justice. 

5 Extension of Women related laws to Malakand Division under the Nizam-e-Adl
Only a few laws related to women are extended in the region under the Nizam-e-Adl and all other pro 
women legislation are still to be extended. There is confusion among lawyers, judges and CSOs 

Duty of  Musleheen/ mediators: A Musleh ( mediator) shall, after hearing the parties and their 
witnesses if any, and after inspecting the records and the spot, if need be, shall form his opinion 
about the decision of a case within fteen days of the receipt of the reference and shall immediately 
deliver the same to the court. 

2. Opinion of Musleheen (mediators) to be made rule of the court: The court shall, if 
satised that the opinion is in accordence with Sharia'h, make it the rule of the court and shall 
announce it as such.   

3. Objective by a party to dispute: A party shall have no right of appeal against such an opinion 
but shall have the right to prove before the refering court that either Islamic Law has not been 
correctly applied or it has been misinterpreted or there has been a miscarriage of juctice due to any 
other reasonable cause.
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regarding the extension of these laws. No clear opinion was received from those legal professionals 
who were interviewed.  

Among the extended laws, the following laws relate to women: 
 The Family Courts Act, 1964 (W.P Act XXXV of 1964)
 The Offence of Zina (The Offences against Properties (Enforcement of -Hudood) (Amendment) 

Ordinance, 1980 (Ord. XIX of 1980).Enforcement of Hudood) (Amendment) Ordinance,.1980 
(Ord. XX of 1980)

 The Offence, of Qazf (Enforcement of Hadd) (Amendment) Ordinance 1980 (XXI of 1980)
 The Offences against Property (Enforcement of Hudood)  (Amendment) Ordinance, 1982 (Ord. 

II of 1982)
 2000 (Ord. XXII of 2000). The Juvenile Justice System Ordinanc
 The Prevention and Control of Human Trafcking Ordinance, 2002 (LIX of 2002)

Also in 2011 and 2013, two women related laws below were extended to Malakand Division: 
  Women Protection Laws ( Criminal Laws Amendment) Act 2006
  Protection Against Harassment of Women at Work place Act 2010
 The Muslim Families Laws Ordinance 1961 has not yet been extended to Malakand.

Also in 2011 and 2013, two women related laws below were extended to Malakand Division: 
  Women Protection Laws ( Criminal Laws Amendment) Act 2006
  Protection Against Harassment of Women at Work place Act 2010
  The Muslim Families Laws Ordinance 1961 has not yet been extended to Malakand. 

7. National Judicial policy 2009: 

The Policy is an attempt to streamline the judicial system in the country and make it responsive to the 
present-day requirements of society. The objective is to clear the huge backlog that has accumulated 
over the years at all levels of the judicial hierarchy. The pendency of cases at time of formulation of this 
policy was

i Supreme Court of 
Pakistan 

19055 i Punjab 1225879 
 

ii Federal Sharia’h Court 2092 ii Sindh 144942 

Iii Lahore High Court  84704 iii KP 187441 
 

iv High Court of Sindh  18571 iv Balochistan  7664 
 

v  Peshawar High Court  10363  Total 1565926 

vi High Court of 
Balochistan  

4160    

 Total 138945    

                               Superior judiciary                             Subordinate judiciary

As is obvious from the above table, there is a huge backlog of cases pending before courts at all levels of 

the judicial hierarchy. The gure does not include the pendency before the special courts / 

administrative tribunals, which is equally high. The backlog has accumulated due to various 

reasons/factors but essentially, it is due to inadequate budgetary allocation. The gradual increase in 

population as well as in litigation has not been addressed through appropriate development plans for 

the required expansion in infrastructure and increase in strength and capacity of courts. Courts have 

continuously suffered because of shortage of funds. Budgetary allocation to judiciary is negligible. Not 



even 1% of Federal/Provincial budget is allocated for the third pillar of the State. It is no wonder then,  

that the judges are overburdened. The problem of shortage of funds was addressed to some extent 

though the Access to Justice Program.  

The key features of the National Judicial Policy are strengthening the independence of the judiciary 

by its separation from the executive and ridding the courts of the menace of corruption, thereby 

presenting a clean and positive image of the judiciary. In the policy, the goals are to initially reduce, 

and ultimately eliminate, the backlog at the level of superior as well as subordinate courts, and 

further, to x a timeframe for disposal of civil and criminal cases. The criminal cases would get priority 

because of the sub-human conditions of the jails lodging the under-trial prisoners. Writs for protection 

of fundamental rights i.e. right to life, liberty, equality, property and freedom of thought, conscience, 

association, etc come on a fast track. Furthermore, nancial/rent matters and family/juvenile cases 

will also receive preference, which is crucial for economic development and protection of family values. 

In the nal analysis, the new Policy seeks to ensure the constitutional principles of equality before law 

and equal protection of law, and strict adherence to the law. Adherence to law and Constitution leads 

to nation building. It is a sure recipe for economic growth and social progress. Law protects the 

rights/interests of poor/downtrodden segments of society. It helps to break shackles of 

cruelty/injustice and puts an end to exploitation of the underdog by the rich and inuential. 

The Policy provides strategy and plans for the clearance of backlog, expeditious resolution of disputes 

and quick dispensation of justice. There is particular attention to timely disposal of criminal cases, 

especially the cases of under-trial prisoners languishing in jails. Urgency is to be accorded to cases 

involving violation of fundamental rights and restraint on liberty/freedom of individual and to ensure 

quick decisions on matters related to bail. Certain categories of cases that have a close bearing on 

economic development and good governance have been prioritized. It includes disputes pertaining to 

trade, commerce, investment, taxes, duties etc. Family cases, juvenile offences, rent matters, 

drugs/terrorism cases are also placed on a fast track for quick disposal. The plan of action provides for 

disposal of all pending cases within one year. Newly instituted cases in the Supreme Court and High 

Courts will also be decided in one-year period from the date of ling. 

7.1 Salient Feature of National Judicial Policy: 

Talking to journalists on judicial policy, Dr. Faqir Hussain said that the people would experience a 

positive change after the implementation of new policy. A special cell will be set up to eliminate 

corruption from the judiciary and judges would not serve as acting Governors nor accept any other 

public position. Corrupt judicial ofcials are liable to become OSDs. Judges deputed to various 

departments shall stand recalled, while no judge would be appointed in his/her native district.

A. Independence of Judiciary: 

For administration of justice, preserving the principle of independence and impartiality of judiciary, 

and its separation from the executive would be fully adhered to. For furtherance of this, a Chief Justice 

or a judge of the superior court shall not accept appointment as Acting Governor of a province nor any 

appointment to other public ofce in the federal and provincial government. Likewise, the 

Government should not make any such offer and present incumbents should reconsider their position 

which they are holding currently.

B. Misconduct:

Adherence of judges of the superior courts to the Code of Conduct prescribed for judges would be 

required strictly. They would be required to take all steps necessary to decide cases within the shortest 
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possible time. As provided by Article X of the Code of Conduct: “In his judicial work a Judge shall take 

all steps to decide cases within the shortest time, controlling effectively efforts made to prevent early 

disposal of cases and make every endeavor to minimize suffering of litigants by deciding cases 

expeditiously through proper written judgments. A judge who is unmindful or indifferent towards this 

aspect of his duty is not faithful to his work, which is a grave fault.” Hence, the Chief Justice of 

concerned High Court may report cases of violation of Code of Conduct including incidents of unusual 

delays/inefcient performance to the Chairman, Supreme Judicial Council for action.

C. Eradication of Corruption:

The present mechanism for initiation of disciplinary action against corrupt and inefcient judicial 

ofcers/court staff is intended to be improved. In each High Court, a “Cell for Eradication of 

Corruption from Judiciary” is to be established in the ofce of Registrar, under the supervision of the 

Chief Justice of the High Court to entertain complaints with credible evidence. Copies of such 

complaints are to be forwarded to the Registrar, Supreme Court of Pakistan. A Judge shall be the in-

charge of this Cell. Action is to be initiated against those judicial ofcers/staff that carry persistent 

reputation of being corrupt or have their life style beyond ostensible means of income.

D. Expeditious Disposal of Cases:

A comprehensive strategy is in place now for quick and speedy justice. Certain cases are required to be 

put on fast track cases, which may include, bail matters, stay matters, writ petitions, revision, family 

cases, rent cases, cases of juvenile offenders etc. 

However, there is need for additional long-term measures: 

6.1 Long-term measures:

1) The judges of High Courts should carryout inspections of prisons periodically for ensuring 

compliance of Prison Rules and giving on the spot remedy/relief to the deserving prisoners in 

accordance with law.

2) The High Courts should frame an equitable, consistent and coherent policy for sending the 

Judges to the permanent and circuit benches so that every judge gets equal opportunity to 

serve at the principal seat and benches. A Judge should not be transferred to another station 

just after the hearing of a particular case, as this practice is against the principle of 

independence of judiciary.

3) Government should provide necessary and sufcient funds for infrastructure support like 

construction of courtrooms, amenities for lawyers/litigants parties. The strength of judicial 

ofcers and administrative staff need expansion to cope with the rising trend of litigation in the 

country. The courts also require to be staffed adequately, and library facilities and accessory 

equipment like computers made available. 

7.Nizam-e-Adl and the National Judicial Policy:

The major thrust of the Policy is on early disposal of pending cases in the superior courts as well as in 

district courts all over the country. The courts performed well and by and large achieved the targets 

set for disposal of cases. A total of 8,532,548 cases were decided by December 2012 by the Supreme 

Court, Federal Sharia'h Court, all High Courts and District Judiciary after the enforcement of the 

Judicial Policy. Another 8,243,043 cases were instituted during the same period which means that the 

disposal gure is higher by 289,505 cases. This is an good achievement with regards to the disposal of 

cases and should strengthen the condence of people in the judiciary in the resolution of their cases 

and protection of their rights. This bodes well for the nation. The Policy has achieved the aim to an 
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extent to restore the faith of the public and sensitize them regarding their rights. However, 

deciencies remain in the system which are beyond the control of courts.

Speaking at the inauguration of the Dar –ul- Qaza on January 18, 2011, the Chief Minister of KP 

stated that a record numbers of cases (27,000 civil and 39,811 criminal) were decided in the previous 

year after the implementation of Nizam-e-Adl Regulation in the Malakand Division. 

It would still be interesting to look at the Nizam-e-Adl in comparison with the National Judicial Policy 

in light of the focus on justice at the grassroots level. It is important to make this comparison because 

the Nizam-e-Adl is justied as being a procedural regulation and the Judicial Policy lays out 

procedures of the law. (NCSW Study) 

The Policy recognizes that the gradual increase in population as well as in litigation have not been 

inadequately addressed in development plans in terms of expansion in appropriate infrastructure and 

increase in staff and capacity of the courts. The Federal/ Provincial budget allocates a mere 1% or less 

to the third pillar of the state. The Regulation does not give any policy or strategy for strengthening 

the judiciary and resource allocation to it.    

The Nizam-e-Adl does not emerge as a distinct and unique piece of legislation in comparison with the 

Judicial Policy. In fact, the Judicial Policy is more comprehensive and covers many issues that the 

Nizam-e-Adl does not. The Judicial Policy clearly states that women and juvenile case shall be decided 

on a priority basis, while the Nizam-e-Adl is not concerned about special provision for women and 

juvenile cases. Procedures under the Nizam-e-Adl are more complicated in practice in the Malakand 

Division. No evidence exists to indicate the speeding up of cases of women litigants, while the Judicial 

Policy is being strictly adhered to.  The period in both instances, Policy and Nizam-e-Adl, for deciding 

cases is the same. Thus, the Nizam-e-Adl does not bring any real value in a more efcient dispensation 

8.  Disposal of Cases under NAR and NJP

Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009 National Judicial Policy 2009 

 Criminal cases: 

· It shall be the duty of every ofcer-in-
charge of a police station to ensure that 
complete challan in each criminal case 
is submitted to the concerned Court 
within 14 days from the date of lodging 
the rst information report 

(1) provided that if any ofcer-in- charge of 

police station or investigation ofcer 

fails to submit complete challan within 

specied period, the Qazi or Executive 

Magistrate concerned shall refer the 

matter to competent authority for 

disciplinary action against the police 

ofcer responsible 

(2) The ofcer-in-charge of a police station  

shall submit a copy of the rst 

information report to concerned Qazi or 

Executive Magistrate within twenty 

Criminal cases: 

 In matters of bail, notice to State for 

production of record shall not exceed 

beyond 3 days

 Bail applications by the Magistrate 

shall be decided within a 3 days, 5 days 

by Court of Sessions and 7 days by the 

High Court

 Applications for cancellation of bail 

should be decided within 15 days by the 

courts including High Court

 Completion of  investigation,  In 

Criminal and to submit Challan (Police 

Report) within a period of 14 days of 

non- 

 Grant remand not beyond 15 days 

period

 All criminal cases punishable with 

imprisonment for up to 7 years dispose 

off within 6 months
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four hours of its lodging

 A period of not more than four 

months for disposal of a criminal case 

shall be standard time schedule 

exc luding the  t ime spent  for 

proceedings.

  All criminal cases punishable with 

imprisonment from 7 years and above 

including death cases shall be decided 

within a period of 1 year.
 Emphasis should be given to quick 

disposal of Narcotics and Anti 
Terrorism cases, cases of women and 
Juvenile offenders etcCivil Cases: 

 A period of not more than six months for 

disposal of a civil case

 In all cases of civil nature written 
statement shall be submitted within 
seven days and where the defendant fails 
to do so his defense shall be struck off

 An appeal or revision under this 

Regulation shall be led within 30 days 

from the date of the decision in the 

respective case, after sending its copies, 

t h r o u g h  r e g i s t e r e d  p o s t  w i t h 

acknowledge due, to the opposite part, 

and the appellate or revisional court 

shall decide the same within 30 days, 

without remanding it on any ground 

whatsoever
 Any decree shall be executed either by 

the court, which passed it, or by the 
court it is sent for execution, within 
two months

Civil Cases:

 Writ petitions should be xed for 

'Katchi Peshi' on the next day of 

institution and be disposed of as 

quickly as possible

 Writ petitions of service disputes and  

Relating to admission of students in 

professional

 colleges should be decided within 60 

days 

 Stay matter under Order 39 rule 1&2 

should be decided within 15 days

 The rent cases should be  decided 

within a period of 4months

 Appeals, Writ Petitions and other 

miscellaneous petitions should be 

decided in 60 days
 Revision petitions under CPC should 

be decided within 3 months

Musleheen:
Provided that, in no circumstances a case 
shall remain with a musleh or, as the case 
may be, musleheen for a period of more than 
15 days, but the court may, in extraordinary 
circumstances, for reasons to be recorded in 
writing, extend the time for 15 days and, on 
the expiry of the aforesaid period, it shall 
stand withdrawn to the court for further 
proceedings

Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR): 
The Small Claims and Minor Offences 
Courts Ordinance 2002 should be applied in 
earnest. The High Courts should designate 
civil  judges cum magistrates to try 
exclusively cases under said law. Such 
judicial ofcers be imparted training in ADR. 
For this purpose, a Committee of judges of 
the High Court headed by a judge of the 
Supreme Court would arrange training in 
ADR for master trainers who would later on 
train the remaining judges in provinces. 

  
 

Family Cases:

No provision regarding family or 

women cases

Family cases: 

 Family cases should be decided within 

3-6 months
 Civil appeals arising out of family 

cases, custody of minors, 
guardianship cases, succession and 
insolvency cases shall be decided 
within 30 days 
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There is no provision and mechanism in the Nizam-e-Adl for its revision for improvement.  The 

National Judicial Policy 2009 has been revised many times after its formulation. Thus, the Judicial 

Policy is dynamic while the Nizam-e-Adl is not.

9. Impact of the Nizam-e-Adl: 

In real terms, the Nizam-e-Adl has only made procedural changes in the judicial system of Malakand 

Division. Government appointed judicial ofcers are presiding over the courts including women 

judicial ofcers. These judges/Qazis enjoy the same powers as their contemporaries of the regular 

courts in the province. The whole justice system revolves around the government-appointed Qazis and 

Qazi courts or the appellate bodies; the police; civil magistracy; and the complainant/defendant or 

accused/prosecutor. For out-of-court settlement, the NAR 2009 provides for “Musleheen”, who would 

decide minor cases as in a Jirga system but only with the agreement of both the parties. However, the 

appointment of Muslaheen is not in regular practice.

The Nizam-e-Adl Regulation (NAR) 2009 envisaged no role whatsoever for the Taliban or the Tehrik-

e-Nifaz-e-Sharia'h'ht-e-Mohammadi (TNSM) in the implementation of the justice system. There are 

no Taliban-run courts, nor does the government appoint Qazis for the interpretation of Sharia'h in the 

courts. Contrary to the general perception that different sects of the religion and minorities are at the 

receiving end under the Regulation, the Regulation clearly makes provision for coverage of all Muslim 

sects and minorities, but interpretation is still under question because judges are not an authority on 

the subject.

Interviews, FGDs and district consultations were conducted across the Malakand Division during the 

second part of the study to gain insight on of how cases/law suits were being processed especially with 

reference to women's rights and protection issues under the Nizam-e-Adl. Data on several cases was 

collected for this purpose for a comparison with the disposal of cases in the regular Courts in Pakistan 

in order to bring out differences, if any, between the two judicial systems. The purpose of the 

comparison was to identify and highlight added benets and/or constraints that facilitated women's 

access to justice under the Nizam-e-Adl in a comparative analysis with the regular courts.  The 

following activities were held in the region:

 FGDs with women and men litigants

 FGDs with lawyers

 District consultative meetings with different stakeholders 

Interviews were arranged only with people practicing law or seeking remedies under law, namely 

Lawyers, Judges, and Litigants (women and men) 

9.1 Impact of the Nizam-e-Adl (NAR) from the lawyers' perspective:

Two different methods were used to assess the impact of NAR on women and on the region. A total of 

16 in-depth individual interviews were conducted with senior lawyers throughout 4 districts and 4 

FGDs were held with a mixed group of lawyers of the district courts bar rooms. There was only one 

woman Lawyer in the group of 16 interviewed. There are only two women lawyers practicing in 

district court Swat, and there is a public demand for the number of women judges and lawyers to be 

increased in the region. Government needs to create some opportunities for women lawyers here and 

could appoint some women public prosecutors (PPs) to help in creating an environment conducive for 

female lawyers and provide greater encouragement to them.
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In the discussion on women's issues in connection with litigation, the status of women was pointed out 

as varying considerable across classes, regions and rural urban divide. There is uneven socio-

economic development and the signicant impact of tribal, feudal and capitalist social formation on a 

woman's life differs as a result. There are three different categories of women in Malakand Division; i) 

educated  middle class women who are aware of their rights to some extent; ii) rural women where 

awareness is limited;  and iii) women who are totally isolated from the larger society in the remote 

mountainous areas and totally unaware and illiterate. Most of the women of the area belong to last 

catagory of women with very few in the rst and second catagories. It is the women in the rst and 

second categories that can have the option and opportunities to seek their rights through recourse to 

law and the courts. 

Traditionally, its very difcult for women to ght for their rights. A vital factor in litigation by women 

is the social and geographical access to legal advise and the courts. The area is mountainous and the 

population scattered, and communication and transporation facilities are limited in some of the more 

remote areas. Thus, litigation is a matter of geographical access to courts. Not only is there lack of 

awareness of the women about their rights but mobility is a great deterrence. In addition, poverty and 

dependency on males are other main factors hindering women to seek their rights. There is the 

tendency, however, in the rural areas to seek settlement of their inheritance rights through the formal 

legal system because a jirga (informal justice system) is not ready to decide in favour of the womens' 

right to inheritance. Before the merger of the Rivaj Nama  in Swat and the Dastoor Ul Amal in Dir, 

both the laws in practice were gender blind.     

Violence against women is a big problem in the region. The police department has a very small number 

of women in it. There is also evidence of the police being under the inuence of the political 

heavyweights of the area. This is obviously a barrier to the proper functioning of the police department 

and it is necessary for it to be separated from the usual politics in practice in our country. Violence 

against women can only be eliminated if the police abide by  its  of laws and regulations. The present 

situation in the area is not satisfactory and a change is tied to a change in the existing traditional 

mindset. There is lack of sympathy for victims of violence and the role of police regarding women 

associated issues is not agreeable or positive. Women affectees of violence have difculty in 

registering an FIR (First Information Report). There is the usual perception in the region, as 

prevalent in some other parts of the province, that women who seek justice and register cases at police 

station or in the court their family;“jo aurat gher say nikalti hai thany kachari kay liay wo begharat 

hai aur khandan ko banam kerti hai.” It is also a matter of shame and dishonour in the region if women 

claim their inhertance right through court and jirga. Presently, local tradition is still not ready to 

allow inheritance rights to women.   

The demand of  the locals of the area was Sharia'h when the Apex court of the country declared the 

PATA Regulation as null and void in 1999, due to which the legal vacuum that created was lled by the 

application of the Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 1994. The same was amended and repealed in 

time to be replaced with the current Nizam-e-Adl Regulation 2009. However, there has been no 

appreciable difference or positive effect due to the amalgamation of various laws applied to date. Or, 

as a very senior laywer in Malakand District put it: “We practiced Aftabi Regulation 1994, then 

Mehtabi Regulation 1999, and now the Hoti Regulation 2009, the names referring to the three Chief 

Ministers in whose time the different Regulations were introduced.” 

NAR is not an Islamic law. It is simply a regular law with changes in names and some procedural 

amendments to dispose of cases quickly. The NAR is simply an extension of 119 laws in Malakand 
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Division. Women related laws of the country have not been extended as yet to the region. There are 

three types of courts with different jurisdictions and this is creating confusion among lawyers. There 

are executive magistrates and civil judges who have been desiganted as Qazis. Some oprational 

matters have been adjusted, but essentially there has been a change in name to Nizam-e-Adl with the 

desigantion of a judge replaced with Qazi. NAR is merely a game of  names with no real difference in 

system and practices. The confusion adds to the general frustration. Lawyers are not happy with the 

system and the general public do not have any knowledge about laws and especially about NAR. 

It has been a normal practice that the government has brought about a supposedly new system as a 

knee jerk reaction, rather than a considered and well thought out reform in the system for the 

satisfaction of the public.  The Government has introduced a Regulation but it is not supported by a 

structure designed for it. For example, the Regulation says the judicial ofcer will be called Qazi and 

preferably he should be a person who has received training in Sharia'h. So the initial problem is that 

all judicial ofcers are not trained in Sharia'h law. Another problem is that the judicial ofcers only 

have to be trained in Sharia'h, while the Police remains indoctrinated in the practice of the CRPC and 

PPC. Thus in essence, the same way of dispensation of law and justice stays prevalent.    

 The lawyers professed facing many problems in practicing under parallel systems. Generally people 

contact courts when they do not nd a solution for their disputes but there are problems in resolving civil 

disputes under NAR. Under section 9 of the NAR, a person can le a case in the court of law but he/she has 

to submit attested copies of all evidence along with afdavit from the witnesses in the court. This afdavit 

is called Examination in Chief. The copies of the entire case have to be sent to the defendants of the case as 

well through Registry post regardless of the number of defendants involved. So it has become a very costly 

process which does not have any obvious value as neither a case can be disposed of on the basis of these 

document nor does it serve any other purpose. It is an unnecessary and extra burden on the client or the 

claimant. This is essentially a difcult and expensive process for a woman when she wants to le any civil 

case or claim her inheritance rights. The same practice is necessary for all family cases. Without the 

completion of this documentation, no one can le the case in the court. It obviously matters to the claimant 

how long a lawyer takes in making and completing the documents, which is their responsibility, and it does 

take a long time for the documentation to be completed. Lawyers prepare all evidence and defence 

evidence. Witnesses are not present usually at the time the lawyer writes evidence and may also put fake 

signature on the evidence. NAR does not allow any new witness when witnesses refuse to come to the court 

at the time of evidence, except when new issues arise. Sometimes witnesses are not aware of what a lawyer 

writes in the afdavit and this process damages the quality of justice delivered. This is a big defect of NAR 

as well as the confusions in the system. Lawyers have also increased their charges due to the greater 

volume of documentation involved. It has made the justice system more expensive for a person/plaintiff 

instead of cheaper and quick. 

There is another provision that makes the justice system expensive. Regular courts normally adjourn 

a case on the request of lawyers due to unavoidable circumstances, but under NAR if any party not 

appear in the court it has to pay a ne of Rs. 2000. This burden falls on the clients, adding to the cost of 

litigation by them.  

Limitation for appeals and revision is another big problem under the NAR. Under NAR limitation for 

lling an appeal is 30 days only after the announcement of judgement in certain cases. No time limit is 

specied for getting copies of the judgment. It is the client who faces the consequences if a judge fails to 

write his judgement within the prescribed time. Under the Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) the 

limitation for ling an appeal is 60 days while normal law provides 90 days for revision of petition. 
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Remand is not allowed under the NAR while the High Court remands cases under the regular law (Civil 

Procedure Code). Under National Policy directives, courts are bound to decide a certain number of cases 

within one month. So for achieving targets courts are in hurry, and are deciding cases without addressing 

all relevant issues. It is said “Justice hurried is justice buried.” When cases reach appellate courts they 

send it back to the lower judiciary (remanding cases) for settling all issues. During an interview, a senior 

lawyer from Dir Lower said that due to quick disposal of cases “we are lacking quality judgments and 

appellate courts are remanding the cases; 103 cases were remanded (sent back to lower judiciary)” by the 

appellate courts during last month, December 2012. Confusion prevails because at district level NAR is 

practiced and at High Court level remedies are sought under regular law.  

There was a provision in the NAR that a court would give an option to the litigants for reconciliation in 

civil cases also. Only one percent people opted for referring cases to jirgas or accepted the 

reconciliation process because people normally come to the courts when all local reconciliation efforts 

have failed to provide them justice. 

The Government has established a Sharia'h bench, or Darul Qaza, in Malakand Division, which is 

empowered to make nal decisions, with the last court of appeal being the Federal Sharia't Court. The 

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to the PATA areas was extended by an ordinary legislation in 1973, 

so the law does not infringe on any fundamental constitutional rights. 

In the view of the lawyers establishment of a High Court Bench/ Darul Qaza is good and a great benet 

for the region. It should be clear though that the Darul Qaza is really a Bench of the Peshawar High 

Court. This is undoubtedly a welcome development that has taken place, but it is not under NAR but 
thunder the 18  Constitutional Amendment. The benet of the development is that people do not need to 

travel to Peshawar, as justice is now available for them at their door step. The opinion of all 

respondents was that the provincial government has tricked innocent people by giving the name of 

Darul Qaza to a regular Bench under the law. Opinion differs among judges at the High Court level 

with some claiming that the Darul Qaza is a Bench of the High Court, while others consider it a 

genuine Darul Qaza. This is creating confusion. The role of the High court or Darul Qaza is not clear 

which creates complications. By instituting the name of Darul Qaza is not enough as there are many 

legal issues which need further discussion and resolution. The last court of appeal is the Federal 

Sharia't Court under the Darul Qaza while the last court of appeal is the Supreme for the Court High. 

In actual fact, the  High Court Bench and the Darul Qaza being the same in the Malakand Division an 

issue arises as to where nal appeals will go, the Federal Sharia't Court or the Supreme Court. The 

matter in the nal analysis amounts to two  different names with no difference in functions.   

 Undoubtedly over the recent past, pendency ratio has decreased in the courts but is not because of the 

NAR but the implementation of the National Judicial Policy (NJP) 2009. The phenomenon of 

decreased pendency has not occurred in Malakand Division alone but in the entire country. The policy 

also specied time limitation for disposal of cases. Judges are bound under the NJP to complete their 

units within the given time and there is strict monitoring over judges. This has led to speedy disposal 

of cases but does not necessarily ensure quality of justice. Judges should place emphasis on both 

quality of justice provided and quantity of cases disposed of. Currently the focus is on the number and 

quantity of cases given the pressure on them. Some lawyers felt that the binding provisions of time 

frame for issuing judgements under the National Judicial Policy as well as the NAR are killing justice.

The Regulation does not bring any signicant change in the region. There are the same delaying 

tactics; the judiciary, police and systems are the same with no any visible change in attitudes and 

thinking. One lawyer stated “bad systems cannot bring change. We have not witnessed any real 
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change in the judicial system.' The Regulation has no concern with women's issues while women 

related and juvenile cases need special attention and focus as required. The NJP clearly mentions and 

also issues directives from time to time regarding women and juvenile related cases. The extension of 

pro women legislation to the Malakand Division is a matter for attention and action. Lawyers are 

demanding and eagerly awaiting the extension of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961 into the 

region. The Regulation is not delineating any mechanism or strategy for strengthening the 

institutions of judiciary. 

Although women are not fully aware after the imposition of the Sharia'h Regulation they are seeking 

their inheritance rights through access to courts since local Rivaj or traditions are not in favour of 

inheritance rights to women. A large number of cases of inheritance have been led in the courts as 

women are aware to this extent that Islam gives right of inheritance to women and that a Sharia'h law 

has been imposed in Malakand Division. The great difculty in the settlement of the cases is that in 

District Dir and in District Malakand there is no land settlement or demarcation, and the Khans and 

Maliks of the area are not in favour of settlement of land. In the absence of land settlement a woman is 

still unable to get her share of property even if she wins the case. Majority of the women withdraw 

their cases due to the lengthy process and nancial implications involved and their restricted 

mobility. Most women do not appear personally in court and their case is led through male attorneys. 

Women may be entitled to large shares in properties, but they tend to compromise on small amounts 

due to their nancial and social vulnerabilities.

A common perception among lawyers is that Malakand Division is a laboratory and governments test 

new law here. Ambiguities in law and discriminatory laws and attitudes give way to forces fostering 

unrest in the region, as happened in the recent past. The Regulation is a discriminatory one and 

indicates a discriminatory attitude towards the region. If it is so good then why is it not implemented 

in the whole of Pakistan? It is not as if Muslims are in Malakand Division alone. The need is for Article 

247 to be repealed and all regular laws of Pakistan extended here.  

10.2. Impact of Nizam-e-Adl from the Judges' Perspective:  

A total of 8 in-depth individual interviews were held with Judges in the 4 districts of the Division 

including the women Judges serving in the region. One very senior Judge stated that it is unfortunate 

that the people of Malakand Division experience a new Sharia'h after every four years. This is parallel 

with the existence of a jirga system at village level as well as in the urban centres and the regular 

courts.  Any system has it pros and cons and the public has no choice but to rely on existing courts or 

local jirgas in the remote areas to seek justice.    

The judges agreed that prevailing traditions make it very difcult for women to pursue cases through 

court but they try their utmost to facilitate them. The NJP has a special directive that enjoins on the 

judges to decide women and juvenile cases on priority bases. Family cases are required to be decided 

within 3-6 months. Civil appeals arising out of family cases, custody of minors, guardianship cases, 

succession and insolvency cases are required to bve decided within 30 days. 

Under the Regulation there are same kinds of courts as elsewhere in the province, i.e., there are 

District Judges, Additional District Judges, Civil Judges and senior Civil Judges. The  Regulation 

changed the names only. Court procedure and laws are same. The CrPC, PPC, CPC, Limitation Act, 

Evidence Act and other regular laws have prevalence. Only one provision has been added in the laws 

that the court will issue their decision according to Sharia'h. But the provision need not have been 

made as all laws prevailing in Pakistan are in consonance with the teachings of Islam. These laws 

have been secrutinized by the Federal Sharia't Court (FSC). All the un- Islamic laws have already 

been expunged. 

The Nizam-e-Adl was just a rubber stamp and actually served a political purpose. It was a political necessity at the time it 
was put into effect. It was misused by the insurgents for their own ulterior motives during the time they held sway over 
Swat and adjoining districts. Judges were not fully trained before appointing them in Malakand Division as Qazis. 
Litigants do not know the difference in the parallel systems of law when ling their cases.  

Disposal of cases since 2009 has become faster but not because of the Regulation but because of the NJP which happened 
alongside, and became the law of the land in Pakistan is much more comprehensive. The Regulation is only for Malakand 
Division. The NJP introduces all over Pakistan an implementaion and monitoring system to speed up the disposal of 
cases, which while being a positive development has its ip side in that quality of decision may be compromised. As far as 
tranparency is concerned it is not uniformly consistent. The Judicial Policy is stricter than the Regulation. Or to quote a 
judge, “ Judicial Policy ka danda ziada sakhat hai.” 

Under NAR and NJP time has been xed for issuing decisions and courts are bound to issue decision within a stipulated 
period. Judges are under pressure and facing difculties in meeting targets. A judge has a large number of cases to decide 
and in view of this it is dicult for a judge to study every case deeply and it give sufcient time which automatically affects 
the quality of decisions. The attempt is to provide justice along with disposing of a case expeditiously. The xing of a time 
limit has decreased the pendency of cases and 33,000 cases were disposed of  during 2010. This is surely a very high 
number. 

Provision of afdavit under NAR is a mandatory requirement. Procedurally any litigant while ling a case shall submit 
duly attested indiviudal afdavit for all witnesses. This measure has reduced frivolous litigation.

Lawyers have become more vigilant and also cooperative with judges as it is in the interest of  both to adhere to the 
stipulated time limitation for speedy disposal of cases. If there is a benet of the Regulation it is that it makes lawyers and 
judges alike conscious of the  time within which they must operate. NAR has many provision in this regards. Associating 
the Regulation with   Islamic law just served the purpose of mollifying the people of the Division. The Regulation and the 
National Judicial policy complement each other and the main purpose of both is dispensation of  speedy justice. 

NAR states, “No adjournment shall be granted to either party in any civil or criminal proceedings, except where the court 
is satised that adjournment is unavoidable. In such case the requesting party shall deposit the costs in court, which 
shall not be less than two thousand rupees.” However, most of the time courts try to avoid the imposition of ne against 
adjournment because judges are aware that clients are already under burden. In some cases, the afdavit system is 
benecial but this creates difculties during cross-examination particluarly in preemption (Shufa) cases, where defense 
becomes open before trial and most of the time defending party approaches the witnesses, threatens them and tries to 
damage the evidence. 

The trust of the public in the judiciary has increased with the dispensation of speedy justice.This is evident in the 
increase in the number of cases in the courts. More and more people are seeking resolution of their disputes through the 
courts rather than reposing their trust in local jirgas and other institutions. 

The number of inheritance cases have increased, but there is no satisfactory resolution due to the absence of proper 
settlement of land in the area. There should be concerted effort and specic measures taken to undertake land settlement 
in the Malakand Division.  

A positive trend is that the number of courts have increased in the region. Courts have been established at Tehsil level. 
The establishmnet of a High Court Bench is also a very good step as this makes for easier access to the higher courts. 
Darul Qaza is different, Darul Qaza is a name and only written on the sign board; not more than this. In fact Darul Qaza 
does not exist. The Bench is established under clause 3 of Article 198 of the Constitution, and under clause 4 the Governor 
has power to establish a bench of the high court at some place in the province. So under the Constituional provision the 
High Court has been established in Mingora. Legally there is no existence of Darul Qaza. 

10.3.  Impact of Nizam-e-Adl from the Perspective of the Litigants (women and men): 
Opinions and view of litigants were acquired from 16 in-depth individual interviews with women litigants and 8 with 
men held throughout 4 districts, and 4 FGDs with women and 4 with men litigants in the district courts. No one had 
knowledge of the Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, but a few male litigants had heard that the Nizam-e-Adl was the law in the 
Division, but nothing more. The matter uppermost for them was resolution to their problem rather than preference for 
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Annexure 1      

a. Questionnaire for Lawyers and Judges Malakand Division 

Serial No-------------------------

Name--------------------------------------------------       Designation ---------------------------------------------- 

District------------------------------------------------       Date---------------------------------------------------------               

 

Session 1:  General Questions

1. Do the local Customs allow women to come for litigation or not? If not why? If not why? Are 

there any restrictions on women to come for litigation? What kind?

2. What is the attitude faced by women in the courts and the police stations?  Cooperative? 

Offhand? 

3. What are the challenges and issues at court level for both women and men?  

Session 2: Main Questions 

4. What do you know about Nizam-e-Adl Regulation? 

5. Do you think it is an Islamic Regulation? If yes how? 

6. Do you think it is a good regulation? 

If yes why? 

If not, why not? 

7. When proper implementation of Nizam-e-Adl started? 

8. Do you think people like it? If yes why? If not why not?

9. Do you as a Judge/ lawyer like this regulation? If yes why? If not why not? 

10. Do you feel that the Nizam-e-Adl has brought changes in law with regards to

i) speedier processing of cases,

ii) attitude of the police and lawyers & judges

iii) practices in dealing with women litigants 

iv) Specify positive and negative changes under each head

11. What is the ratio of cases pendency after implementation of this regulation? 

12. What difference you feel after implementation of Nizma-e-Adl? 

13. Court procedures and environment for women and men litigants become better or not? 

14. Does Nizam-e-Adl affect women cases positively? If yes how? If not  why not? 

15. Does Nizam-e-Adl affect women cases negatively? If yes how? 

16. Does Nizam-e-Adl address violence against women?

17. What kind of difculties you are facing as a judge/ lawyer when practicing and 

implementing this law? 

18. Many pro women legislation is not extended in this Division what do you think about this?

19. Nizam-e-Adl successfully delivers proper and speedy justice in criminal cases or not? 

20.  Do you know any case where women or men have been affected negatively by this law?

21. When Dar- ul- Qaza establish and start working properly? 

22. What difference and benets Dar-ul- Qaza brings in the Division?

23. Do you think establishment of Dar-ul- Qaza is good step toward speedy justice? If yes why? 

If not why not? 

24. Do you people think Malakand Division's people are enjoying full law protection, benets 

and complete justice after implementation of this law?   If yes how? If not why?
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25. Do you think Nizam-e-Adl enhanced people trust on judiciary and create conducive 

environment for litigants in the courts? 

Session 3: Recommendations

26. Should Nizam-e-Adl be expanded to rest of Pakistan? 

27. Are you in favor of parallel systems of justice in a country, If not, which system do you 

prefer to exist in the country? The Pakistan judicial system or the Nizam-e-Adl? Reasons 

for your choice?  

28. Should laws be made separately for every area or there should be uniform laws for all? 

29. Should Dar-ul- Dar-ul- Qaza also be established?  

30. How justice system could be improved?

31. Should women friendly laws be extended to Malakand Division? If not why not? 

32. Any other comment 
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b.  Questionnaire for Litigants ( women ,men) Malakand Division 

Serial No------------------------

Name--------------------------------------------------          District--------------------------------------------------- 

Nature of case---------------------------------------         Date-------------------------------------------------------               

 

Session 1:  General Questions

1. Do the local Customs allow women to come for litigation or not and what problems do 

women face in going for litigation?

2. What is the general practice regarding women cases in the courts and in the police 

stations?   

3. What are the challenges and issues at court level for women / men?  

4. When did your case start and at what stage is it? 

Session 2: Main Questions 

5. Have you heard about Nizam-e-Adl? 

6. What do you know about it? 

7. Do you feel that the Nizam-e-Adl has brought changes in law with regards to

i) speedier processing of cases,

ii)  attitude of the police and lawyers & judges

iii)  practices in dealing with women litigants 

iv) Specify positive and negative changes under each head

8. Do you think it is a good law? 

If yes why? 

If not, why not? 

9. Does Nizam-e-Adl affect women cases positively? If yes how? If not why not? 

10. Does Nizam-e-Adl address violence against women?

11. Nizam-e-Adl successfully delivers proper and speedy justice in criminal cases or not? 

12.  Do you know any case where women or men have been affected negatively by this law? 

13. Do you heard about Dar- ul- Qaza? What is it? 

14. What benet Dar-ul- Qaza brings in the area? 

15. Do you think Malakand Division's people are enjoying full law protection, benets and 

complete justice after implementation of this law?   If yes how? If not why?

Session 3: Recommendations

16. Should Nizam-e-Adl be expanded to rest of Pakistan? 

17. Should laws be made separately for every area or there should be uniform laws for all? 

18. How justice system could be improved?

19. Should women friendly laws be extended to Malakand Division? If not why not? 

20. Any other comment 
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c. Questionnaire for Lawyers and Judges Peshawar 

Serial No------------------------

Name---------------------------------------------------         District--------------------------------------------------- 

Nature of case---------------------------------------          Date------------------------------------------------------               

 

Session 1:  General Questions

1. Do the local Customs allow women to come for litigation or not? If not why?

2. What is the general practice regarding women cases in the courts and in the police 

stations?  

3. What are the challenges and issues at court level for both women and men?  

Session 2: Main Questions 

4. Have you heard about Nizam-e-Adl? 

5. What do you know about it? 

6. What are its main components? 

7. Do you think it is an Islamic law? If yes how? 

8. Do you think it is a good regulation? 

If yes why? 

If not, why not? 

9. Do you know where and when proper implementation of Nizam-e-Adl started? 

10. Do you think people like it? If yes why? If not why not?

11. Do you as a Judge/ lawyer like this law? If yes why? If not why not? 

12.  Nizam-e-Adl speed up the cases or not? If yes How? If not why?

13. What specic impacts Nizam-e-Adl brings in the court system? 

14. What general impacts Nizam-e-Adal brings in the court system? 

15. What is the ratio of cases pendency? 

16. Is there any difference between Peshawar and Malakand Division after implementation of 

Nizma-e-Adl? 

17. Court procedures and environment for women and men litigants become better or not? 

18. Does Nizam-e-Adl affect women cases positively? If yes how? If not why not? 

19. Does Nizam-e-Adl affect women cases negatively? If yes how? 

20. Does Nizam-e-Adl address violence against women?

21. Do settled areas also need special justice system? If yes what kind of a law? 

22.  What is your opinion about justice hurry, justice burry?  

23. Nizam-e-Adl successfully delivers proper and speedy justice in criminal cases or not? 

24.  Do you know any case where women or men have been affected negatively by this law?

25. When Dar- ul- Qaza establish and start working properly? 

26. What difference and benets Dar-ul- Qaza brings in the Division?

27. Do you think establishment of Dar-ul- Qaza is good step toward speedy justice? If yes why? 

If not why not? 

28. Do you people think Malakand Division's people are enjoying full law protection, benets 

and complete justice after implementation of this law?   If yes how? If not why?

29. Do you think Nizam-e-Adl enhanced people trust on judiciary and create conducive 

environment for litigants in the courts? 

Session 3: Recommendations
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30. Should Nizam-e-Adl be expanded to rest of Pakistan? 

31. Should laws be made separately for every area or there should be uniform laws for all? 

32. Should Dar-ul- Dar-ul- Qaza also be established?  

33. How justice system could be improved?

34. Should women friendly laws be extended to Malakand Division? If not why not? 

35. Any other comment 
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d. Questionnaire for Litigants (women and men) Peshawar

Serial No------------------------

Name--------------------------------------------------           District------------------------------------------------- 

Nature of case---------------------------------------          Date-----------------------------------------------------               

 

Session 1:  General Questions

1. Do the local Customs allow women to come for litigation or not and what problems do 

women face in going for litigation?

2. What is the general practice regarding women cases in the courts and in the police 

stations?   

3. What are the challenges and issues at court level for women / men

4.  When did your case start and at what stage is it?

Session 2: Main Questions 

5. Have you heard about Nizam-e-Adl? 

6. What do you know about it? 

7. Which part of the country has this been imposed?

8. Why this law imposed, when one existed already and what is your opinion about it? 

9. Do you feel that the Nizam-e-Adl has brought changes in law with regards to

i) speedier processing of cases,

ii) attitude of the police and lawyers & judges

iii) practices in dealing with women litigants 

iv) Specify positive and negative changes under each head

10. Do Present Judicial system in KP is delivering speedy and proper justice? If not why? 

11. Do we need changes in the law and judicial system? 

12. What kind of changes we need in the law and judicial system for speedy justice? 

13. Do you think KP needs some special laws for speedy justice? 

14.  Do present laws address women issues and especially violence against women properly? If 

not why? 

15. Do you think people have full trust on judiciary? If not why? 

16. Do you think people are enjoying full law protection, benets and complete justice in KP?   

If yes how? If not why?

Session 3: Recommendations  

17. What special steps should be taken for enhancing litigants trust on judiciary? 

18.  Should Nizam-e-Adl be expanded to rest of Pakistan? 

19. Should laws be made separately for every area in Pakistan or there should be uniform laws 

for all? 

20. Any other comment 
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Annexure 2
 

EXTRAORDINARY                                                                                   REGISTRATION NO. PIII

GOVERNMENT OF NWFP                                                                       GAZETTE 

North-West Frontier Province 

Published by Authority 

TH
Peshawar, THURSDAY, 16  APRIL, 2009 

GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTH- WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE LAW, PARLIAMENTRY 

AFFAIRS AND HUMAN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT

NOTIFICATION
th

Peshawar dated 16  April 2009 

No. Legis: 1(12)- The following Regulation by the Governor of the North-West Frontier 

Province is here by published for general information:- 

THE SHARIA'HH NIZAM-E- ADL REGULATION, 2009

NWFP, REG.NO.1OF 2009 

A 

REGULATION 

To provide for Nifaz-e-Nizam-e-Sharia'h through Courts in the provincially Administered Tribal 

Areas for the North-West Frontier Province, except the Tribal Areas adjoining Mansehra district and 

the former State of Amb in the Hazara division. 

        WHERE AS It is expedient to provide for Nifaz-e-Nizam-e-Sharia'h through courts in the 

Provincial Administered Tribal Areas of the North-West Frontier Province except the Tribal areas 

adjoining Mansehra district and the former State of Amb; 

      AND WHERE AS Clause (3) of Article 247 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

provides that no Act of Majlis-e-Shoora (parliament) or a Provincial Assembly Shall apply to a 

provincially Administered Tribal Areas, or any part thereof, unless the governor of the province in 

which the Tribal Areas is situated, with the approval of the President, so directs, and in giving such 

direction with respect to any law, the Governor may direct that the law shall, in its application to a 

Tribal Area, or to a specied part thereof, have effect subject to such exceptions and modications as 

may be specied in the direction; 

       AND WHERE AS Clause (4) of Article 247 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

provides that the governor of a province, with the prior approval of the President may, with respect to 
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any matter within the legislative competence of the Provincial Assembly, make regulations for the 

peace and good governance of Provincially Administered Tribal Areas or any part thereof; 

         NOW THEREFORE in exercise of the powers aforesaid, the North-West Frontier Province 

governor, with the approval of the president, is pleased to make the following Regulation:

1: Short Title, Extent and Commencement:

(1) This Regulation may be called the Sharia'h Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, 2009.

(2) It shall extend to the provincially Administered Tribal Areas of the North-West Frontier  Province, 

except the Tribal Areas adjoining Mansehra district and the former State of Amb, hereinafter referred 

to as the said area.

(3) It shall come into force at once.

2: Denitions:

(4) In this Regulation, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context,

(a) “Court” means the court of competent jurisdiction established and designated as such under this 

Regulation, and includes a court of appeal or, as the case may be, a court of revision;

(b) “Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza” means the nal appellate or revision court, in the said area, designated as 

such, under this Swat Peace Accord Regulation in pursuance of clause (2) of Article 183 of the 

Constitution of the Islamic republic of Pakistan;

(c) “Dar-ul-Qaza” means appellate or revisional Court constituted by Governor of North West Frontier 

Province in the said area, under clause (4) of the Article 198 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan;

(d) “Government” means the Government of the NWFP;

(e) “Paragraph” means a paragraph of this regulation; “recognized institution” means the Sharia'hh 

Academy established under International Islamic University Ordinance, 1985 (XXX of 1985) or any 

institution imparting training in Uloom-e- Sharia'hh and recognized as such by government;

(f) “Prescribed' means prescribed by rules made under this Regulation;

(g) “Qazi” means a duly appointed judicial ofcer as specied and designated in column (3) of Schedule 

II;

(h) “Recognised institution” means the Sharia'hh Academy established under International Islamic 

University Ordinance, 1985 (XXX of 1985) or any institution imparting training in Uloom-e-Sharia'hh 

and recognised as such by government;

(i) “Schedule” means a Schedule to this Regulation;

(j) “Sharia'h'h” means the injunctions of Islam as laid down in the holy Quran and Sunnah, Ijma and 

Qias.
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3: Explanation:

In the application to the personal law of any Muslim sect, the expression “the holy Quran and Sunnah” 

shall mean the Quran and Sunnah-e-Nabvi (PBUH) as interpreted by that sect.

(1) All other expressions, not expressly dened in this Regulation, shall have the same meanings as 

assigned to them in any other law for the time being in force in the said area.

(2) All other expressions, not expressly dened in this Regulation, shall have the same meanings as 

assigned to them in any other law for the time being in force in the said area.

(3) Application of certain laws. (1) The laws specied in column (2) of Schedule-I, as in force in the 

NWFP immediately before the commencement of this Regulation, and so far as may be, all rules, 

notications and orders made or issued there under, shall apply to the said area. 

(4) All the laws applicable to the said area, including the laws mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) shall so 

apply subject to such exceptions and modications as specied in this Regulation.

4: Certain Laws to Cease to Operate:

If, immediately before the commencement of this Regulation, there was in force in the said area any 

law, instrument, custom or usage having the force of law not corresponding to the Injunctions of 

Quran Majeed and Sunnah or provisions of any of the laws applied to the said area by this Regulation, 

such law, instruments, custom or usage, as the case may be, shall upon such commencement, cease to 

have effect in the said area.

5: Courts:

Besides, Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza and Dar-ul- Qaza, there shall be following courts of competent 

jurisdiction, in the said area:

(a) Court of Zilla Qazi;

(b) Court of Iza Zilla Qazi;

(c) Court of Aa'la Illaqa Qazi;

(d) Court of Illaqa Qazi; and

(e) Court of Executive Magistrate.

6: Qazis and Their Powers and Functions:

(1) Any person to be appointed as Illaqa Qazi in the said area shall be a person who is a duly appointed 

judicial ofcer in the Northwest Frontier Province and preference shall be given to those judicial 

ofcers who have completed Sharia'hh course from a recognized institution.

(2) In relation to proceedings and conducting the criminal or cases, all powers, functions and duties 

conferred, assigned or imposed on Judicial ofcers in the North-West Frontier Province under any law 

for the time being in force shall, subject to application of such law in the said area and established 

principles of Sharia'h'h, be exercised, performed or discharged by them as designated in column of 

Schedule-II. (3) Subject to the general supervision of the principal seat of Dar-ul- Qaza, a Zilla qazi 

shall supervise the work of subordinate courts and, through the District Police Ofcer concerned, the 

process 5 Swat Peace Accord serving staff, with in the local limits of his jurisdiction.
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7: Executive Magistrate:

(1) In each district or protected area, there shall be a District. Magistrate, Additional District 

Magistrates, Sub Divisional Magistrates and other Executive Magistrates as the Government may 

deem necessary to appoint.

(2) The District Magistrate and all other Executive Magistrates shall discharge their functions, 

responsibilities and exercise their powers according to the established principles of Sharia'hh and 

other laws for the time being in force in the said area.

(3) Keeping peace, maintaining order, enforcing the executive authority of the Government and 

“Sadd-e-Zara-e-Jinayat” shall be the duty, responsibility and power of the District Magistrate. For 

this purpose he may take action against an individual under the established principles of Sharia'hh.

(4) The cases included in Schedule III to this Regulation shall be exclusively triable by Executive 

Magistrates.

EXPLANATION: The expression “Sadd-e-Zara-e-Jinayat” means and includes all actions and steps 

taken under the Sharia'hh laws and any other law in force for the time being for the control of crimes. 

8: Submission of Challan to Qazi or Executive Magistrate:

 It shall be the duty of every ofcer-in-charge of a police station to ensure that complete challan in each 

criminal case is submitted to the concerned Court within fourteen days from the date of lodging the 

rst information report, except in a case in which the concerned Qazi or Executive Magistrate has 

granted special extension of time for a specied period for reasons to be recorded:

(1) provided that if any ofcer-in- charge of police station or investigation ofcer fails to submit 

complete challan within specied period, the Qazi or Executive Magistrate concerned shall refer the 

matter to competent authority for disciplinary action against the police ofcer responsible for such 

delay and necessary disciplinary action shall be taken against him forthwith and shall be duly 

communicated to the referring Qazi or Executive Magistrate. 

(2) The ofcer-in-charge of a police station shall submit a copy of the rst information report to 

concerned Qazi or Executive Magistrate within twenty four hours of its lodging, and inform the 

concerned Qazi and Executive Magistrate, from time to time, about the position and further progress 

of investigation of the case.

9: Proceedings to be in Accordance with Sharia'h:

(1) A Qazi or Executive Magistrate shall seek guidance from Quran Majeed, Sunna-e-Nabvi (PBUH), 

Ijma and Qiyas for the purposes of procedure and proceedings for conduct and resolution of cases and 

shall decide the same in accordance with Sharia'hh. While expounding and interpreting the Quran 

Majeed and Sunna-e-Nabvi (PBUH) the Qazi and Executive Magistrate shall follow the established 

principles of exposition and interpretation of Quran Majeed and Sunna-e-Nabvi (PBUH) and, for this 

purpose, shall also consider the expositions and opinions of recognised Fuqaha of Islam.

(2) No court shall entertain a suit unless the plaintiff or, as the case may be, the complainant veries 

that copies of the plaint along with supporting documents have been sent, through registered post 

with acknowledge due to all defendants, except in case of a suit for perpetual injunction accompanied 
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by an application for temporary injunction.

(3) The pleadings shall be accompanied by copies of all relevant documents and afdavits of all the 

unofcial witnesses duly attested by an oath commissioner. The afdavits so submitted shall be 

treated as examination-in-chief of such witness:

Provided that if, after submission of pleadings, in the opinion of court, any new issue arises, party to 

proceedings may be allowed to submit afresh copies of relevant documents and afdavits of unofcial 

witness attested in the manner aforesaid, for arriving at just conclusion of case. 

(4) In all cases of civil nature written statement shall be submitted within seven days and where the 

defendant fails to do so his defense shall be struck off:

Provided that the court may extend time for ling of written statement in extraordinary 

circumstances for an additional 

Period of seven days. The time so allowed shall' not be extended further on any ground whatsoever.

(5) After completion of evidence, the court shall ask the parties to argue, either verbally or in writing, 

on the adjourned date and, if either of the party fails to do so on the date so, xed, the court shall 

pronounce judgment on merits without any further adjournment for arguments:

Provided that it shall be the duty of the court to make list of relevant reported judgments, referred to 

by any party as precedent, which shall form part of judicial record.

(6) No adjournment shall be granted to either party in any civil or criminal proceedings, except where 

the court is satised that adjournment is unavoidable. In such case the requesting party shall deposit 

the costs in court, which shall not be less than two thousand rupees.

10: Observance of Time Schedule:

(1) A period of not more than six months for disposal of a civil case, and a period of not more than four 

months for disposal of a criminal case, shall be standard time schedule excluding the time spent for 

proceedings.

(2) A Qazi shall nalize a case within the time schedule prescribed under sub-paragraph (1) and, in 

case of any delay in disposal of any case beyond such schedule, shall report the cause and reasons of 

such delay to the Zilla Qazi, or, as the case may be, to the presiding ofcer of the principal seat of Dar-

ul-Qaza, and shall act on the directions issued by such court in this behalf.

(3) An Executive Magistrate shall also nalize a case within the time schedule prescribed under sub-

paragraph (1) and, in case of any delay in disposal of any case beyond such schedule, shall report the 

case and reasons of such delay to the District Magistrate and shall act on the directions issued by him 

in this behalf.

(4) If the Zilla Qazi or, as the case may be, the presiding ofcer of the principal seat of Dar-ul-Qaza in 

relation to proceedings in the court of Qazi, upon examination of causes of delay, is of the opinion that 

the delay has been' caused due to the delaying tactics of a party, it shall impose a cost to be recovered 
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from the defaulter party and direct the court concerned to dispose of the case within an extended 

period of not more than one month.

(5) If the District Magistrate, in relation to proceedings in the court of Executive Magistrate, upon 

examination of causes of delay, is of the opinion that the delay has been caused due to the delaying 

tactics of a party, it shall impose*a cost to be recovered from the defaulter party and direct the court 

concerned to dispose of the case within an extended period of not more than one month. 

(6) If in the opinion of Zilla Qazi or, as the case may be, of the presiding ofcer of the principal seat of 

the Dar-ul-Qaza, the Qazi or Executive Magistrate, dealing with the case or proceedings is responsible 

for delay in its disposal, the Zilla Qazi or, as the case may be, the presiding ofcer of the principal seat 

of Dar-ul-Qaza may 

(a) in the case of Qazi, deliver upon him a letter of displeasure. If a Qazi is served with three letters of 

displeasure in a year, then the Zilla Qazi or as the case may be, presiding ofcer of the principal seat of 

Dar-ul-Qaza, after providing him an opportunity of being heard, may make an entry in his service 

record; and

(b) in the case of Executive Magistrate, inform the District Magistrate about such delay and 

recommend for disciplinary action, provided in clause (a) and the District Magistrate shall act on the 

ecommendations accordingly.

(7) In criminal cases, the Investigating Ofcer shall prepare copies of the case le in triplicate, in 

addition to judicial le, so that the trial court may retain the judicial le for regular trial, and the 

remaining two les, may be sent to the court concerned when requisitioned.

(8) An appeal or revision under this Regulation shall be led within thirty days from the date of the 

decision in the respective case, after sending its copies, through registered post with acknowledge due, 

to the opposite part, and the appellate or revisional court shall decide the same within thirty days, 

without remanding it on any ground whatsoever: 

Provided that such court shall have the power to rectify any illegality or irregularity of omission.

(9) Any decree shall be executed either by the court, which passed it, or by the court it is sent for 

execution, within two months.

11: Establishment of Courts:

(1) As soon as may be after the commencement of this Regulation, Government shall take necessary 

steps to establish as many courts as may be necessary to ensure expeditious dispensation of justice 

with in prescribed time schedule.

(2) Where the number of pending case^ at. a time exceeds more than one hundred and fty in a court of 

Zilla Qazi, District Magistrate, or, as the case may be , Iza Zilla Qazi, or exceeds more than two 

hundred cases in a court of Aa'la Ilaqa Qazi, Executive Magistrate, or, as the case may be, Illaqa Qazi, 

it shall be necessary for the Government to establish a new court and provide it all related facilities to 

ensure dispensation of justice within prescribed time schedule.

12: Appeal and Revision:

Subject to the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, appeal or revision against the orders, 
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judgment or decrees of the Dar-ul Qaza shall lie to the Dar-ul-Dar-ul-Qaza established for the 

purposes of this Regulation.

13: Power to Appoint Musleh:

(1) Any civil or criminal case, subject to mutual consent of the parties, may be. referred by a court to 

Musleh or, as the case may be, musleheen before recording of evidence, either on the agreement of the 

parties regarding the names of such musleh or musleheen, or in case of their disagreement, to such 

musleh or musleheen whose names appear on the list maintained by the court for such purpose:

Provided that the cases falling within the purview of Hudood laws and cases by or against the Federal 

Government or Provincial Government or any statutory body or persons under legal disabilities shall 

not be referred for sul'h.

(2) The musleheen shall record their opinion with regard to a dispute referred to them with reasons 

thereof.

(3) Where a musleh or, as the case may be, musleheen, to whom a dispute has been referred for 

resolution, either fail or refuse to resolve it, or the Court is of the opinion that unnecessary delay

has been caused, without sufcient reason, in resolving it, the Court, may, on the application of a party 

or suo 'moto, for reasons to be recorded, withdraw the order of such reference and, after such 

withdrawal, it shall resolve the dispute in accordance with Sharia'h'h as if it were not referred for 

sul'h:

Provided that, in no circumstances shall a case remain with a musleh or, as the case may be, 

musleheen for a period of more than ̂ .fteen days, but the court may, in extraordinary circumstances, 

for reasons to be recorded in writing, extend the time for fteen days and, on the expiry of the aforesaid 

period, it shall stand withdrawn to the court for further proceedings.

(4) The Musleh or, as the case may be, the musleheen, appointed for such resolution of the dispute, 

after hearing the parties and their witnesses, if any, perusing the relevant document, if any, and 

inspecting the spot, if need be, shall form opinion about resolution of the dispute, with reasons 

therefore, and submit a report of their opinion to the concerned court without delay:

Provided that in case the opinion is not unanimous, the opinion of the majority members and the 

opinion of each dissenting member, separately or jointly, with reasons thereof shall be so submitted.

(5) The Court shall, if it is satised that the opinion in a case referred to for sul'h under sub-

paragraph\ (1) is in accordance with Sharia'h'h, make it the rule of the Court, and shall announce it as 

such, but, if the court comes to the conclusion that the opinion is not in accordance with Sharia'h'h, it 

shall declare the opinion, for reasons to be recorded, as null and void and shall start its proceedings for 

decision of such dispute in accordance with Sharia'h'h as if it were not referred for sul'h.

(6) The court shall, before proceeding further, provide an opportunity to the parties to submit 

objections, if any, to such report, and, if any, objections are so made, the court shall, after hearing the 

parties, decide about the correctness or otherwise of the objections.

(7) The court shall, keeping in view the actual expenses incurred by the musleh or musleheen, on 

travelling to, and stay at, the place other than the place of his or, as the case may be, their residence, 

and the time spent, in dealing with the case, in particular circumstances of each case, x the 

remuneration of such musleh or musleheen, to be paid by each party in such proportion as may be 
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determined by the court.

14: Conduct of Judicial Ofcers and Executive Magistrates:

(1) The conduct and character of each Judicial Ofcer and Executive Magistrate shall be in accordance 

with the Islamic principles.

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force/ all cases, suits, 

inquires, matters and proceedings in courts, pertaining to the said area, shall be decided by the courts 

concerned in accordance with Sharia'h'h: Provided that cases of non-Muslims in matters of adoption, 

divorce, dower, inheritance, marriage, usages and wills shall be conducted and decided in accordance 

with their respective personal laws.

(3) Government may, from time to time, take such measures for the purposes of sub-paragraph (1), as 

it may deem necessary.

15: Aid and Assistance to Courts:

(1) All executive authorities in the said area, including members of law enforcing agencies and 

members of other service's of Pakistan, shall act in aid and assistance of the courts, and shall 

implement their judicial decisions and orders.

(2) The Government may, where necessary, issue such directions to any law enforcing agency as are 

necessary in relation to service of court processes on the parties, witnesses or any other person, and, 

for any general or specic purposes, in order to ensure the conduct of such law enforcing agency in aid 

and assistance of the courts.

16: Language of the Court and its Record:

All the processes and proceedings of the court, including the pleadings, evidence, arguments, orders 

and judgments shall be recorded and conducted in Urdu, Pushto or in English and the record of the 

Court shall also be maintained in the said language.

17: Power to Make Rules:

The Government may, by notication in the ofcial Gazette, make rules for carrying out the purposes 

of this Regulation.

18: Regulation to Override Other Laws:

The provisions of this Regulation shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

contained in any other law for the time being in force in the said area.

19: Repeal:

(1) The Provincially Administered Tribal Areas Shari Nizam-e-Adl Regulation, 1999 (NWFP Reg. I of 

1999), and rules made there under are hereby repealed.

(2) The Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Ordinance, 2001 (XXXVII of 2001), applied to the 

said area vide Home and Tribal Affairs Department's Notication No. 1/93-SOS^I.I (HD)/2001, dated 
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the 27th April 2002, is hereby repealed.

(3) Notwithstanding the repeal of the Regulation under subparagraph (1), or cessation of any law, 

instrument, custom or usage under paragraph 4, the repeal or cessation, as the case may be, shall not

(a) revive anything not in force or existing at the time at which the repeal or cessation takes effect;

(b) affect the previous operation of the law, instrument, custom or usage or anything duly done or 

suffered there under;

(c) affect any right, privilege, obligation or liability acquired, accrued or incurred under the law, 

instrument, custom or usage;

(d) affect any penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred in respect of any offence committed against 

the law, instrument, custom or usage; of”

(e) affect any investigation, legal proceeding or remedy in respect of any such right, privilege, 

obligation, liability, penalty, forfeiture or punishment; and any such investigation, legal proceeding or 

remedy may be instituted, continued or enforced, and any such penalty, forfeiture or punishment may 

be imposed, as if the law, instrument, custom or usage had not been repealed or ceased to have effect, 

as the case may be.

SCHEDULE I

(See Paragraph 3 (1) S.N. Nomenclature of laws (1) (2)

1. The West Pakistan Historical Mosques and Shrines Fund Cess Ordinance, 1960 (W.P.Ord.y of 

1960).

2. The Family Courts Act, 1964 (W.P.Act XXXV of 1964).

3. The Pakistan Arms Ordinance, 1965 (W.P.Ord.XX of 1965).

4. The Law Reforms Ordinance, 1972 (Ord.XII of 1972).

5. The Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Act, 1976, (XV of 1976).

6. The Law Reforms (Amendment) Ordinance, 1976 (Ord. XXI of 1976).

7. The North-West Frontier Province Suppression of Crimes. Ordinance, 1978 (NWFP Ord. Ill of 

1978).

8. The North-West Frontier Province Prevention of Gambling

Ordinance, 1978 (N.W.F.P. Ord. V of 1978)

9. The Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Ordinance, 1980 (Ord. X of 1980).

10. 

11. The Offence of Zina (The Offences against Properties (Enforcement of -Hudood) (Amendment) 

Ordinance, 1980 (Ord. XIX of 1980).Enforcement of Hudood) (Amendment) Ordinance,.1980 (Ord. XX 

of 1980).

12. The Offence, of Qazf (Enforcement of Hadd) (Amendment) Ordinance 1980 (XXI of 1980).

13. The Ehtram-e-Ramzan Ordinance, 1981 (Ord. XXIII of 1981).

14. The Offences against Property (Enforcement of Hudood)

(Amendment) Ordinance, 1982 (Ord. II of 1982).

15. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Ordinance, 1983 (Ord.VII of 1983).

16. The Zakat and Ushr (Second Amendment) Ordinance 1983 (Ord. X of 1983).

17. The Zakat and Ushr (Third Amendment) Ordinance, 1983 (Ord. XXVI of 1983).

18. The Anti-Islamic Activities of Qadianis Group, Lahore Group and Ahmadis (Prohibition and 

Punishment) Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. XX of 1984.

19. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. XLVI of 1984).

20. The North-West Frontier Province (Enforcement of Certain Provisions of Laws) Act, 1989 (NWFP 

Act II of 1980).

21. The Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Act, 1989 (IV of 1990).

22. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Act, 19991 (XXIII of 1991).

23. The Enforcement of Sharia'h'h Act, 1991 (X of 1991).
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24. The Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal¦ Act, 1992 (I of 1992).

25. The Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Act, 1992 (VI of 1992).

26. The NWFP Shari Act, 2003 (NWFP Act No II of 2003).

27. The NWFP Waqf Ordinance, 1979 (Ord. I of 1979).

28. The NWFP Consumer Protection Act, 1997 (Act VI of 1997).

29. The Pakistan Environmental Protection Act, 1997 (Act XXXIV of 1997).

30. The Civil Law (Reforms) Act, 1994 (Act XIV of 1994).

31. The Fatal Accident Act, 1855 (Act XIII of 1855).

32. The Partition Act, 1893 (Act IV of 1893).

33. The Antiquities Act, 1975 (Act VII of 1976).

34. The Essential Article (Control). (Act, 1958).

35. The North-West Frontier Province Orphanages (Supervision and Control) Act, 1976 (Act XIV of 

1976).

36. The West Pakistan Suppression of Prostitution Ordinance, 1961 (Ord. II of 1961).

37. The Price Control and Prevention of Proteering and Hoarding Act, 1977 (XXIX of 1977).

38. The West Pakistan Regulation and Control of Loud Speaker and Sound Ampliers Ordinance, 

1965 (Ord. II of 1965).

39. The Prevention of Gambling Act, 1977 (Act XXVIII of 1977).

40. The Indecent Advertisement Prohibition Act, 1963 (Act XII of 1963).

41. The Travel Agencies Act, 197 6 (Act XXX of 1976).

42. The Employment of Children Act, 1991 (Act V of 1991).

43. The North-West Frontier Province Registration and Functions of Private Educational Institutions 

(Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord XLVI of 2002).

44. The NWFP the Punjab Minor Canals (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. LVIII of 2002).

45. The NWFP Local Government (Amendment) Act, 2005 (Act X

of 2005).

46. The NWFP Housing Authority Act, 2005 (Act XI of 2005).

47. The NWFP Consumers Protection (Amendment) Act, 2005 (Act II of 2005).

48. The NWFP Local Government (Second Amendment) Act, 2006 (Act II of 2006).

49. The NWFP Societies Registration (Amendment) Act, 2006 (Act III of 2006).

50. The NWFP Prohibition of Kite Flying Activities Act, 2006 (Act IV of 2006).

51. The NWFP Interest of Personal Loans Prevention Act, 2007.

52. The NWFP Agriculture and Livestock Produce Markets Act, 2007.

53. The North-West Frontier Province Forest Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XIX of 2002).

54. The Anti-Terrorism (Second Amendment) Ordinance, 1999 (Ord. XIII of 1999).

55. The Anti-Terrorism (Third Amendment) Ordinance, 1999 (Ord. XX of 1999).

56. The Juvenile Justice System Ordinance, 2000 (Ord. XXII of 2000).

57. The Anti-Terrorism (Amendment) Ordinance, 2000 (Ord. XXIX of 2000).

58. The National Highway Safety Ordinance, 2000 (Ord. XL of 2000).

59. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Ordinance, 2000 (Ord. XXI of 2001).

60. The Patents Ordinance, 2000 (Ord. LXI of 2001).

61. The Control of Narcotic Substances (Amendment) Ordinance, 2000 (Ord. LXVI of 2000).

62. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Ordinance, 2001 (Ord. XXI of 2001).

63. The Arms Laws (Amendment) Ordinance, .2001 (Ord. LXVI of 2001).

64. The Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XXXIV of 2002).

65. The General Clauses (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XXXIII of 2002).

66. The Representation of People (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XXVIII of 2002).

67. The Representation of People (Amendment)' Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XXXVI of 2002).

68. The Representation of People (Third Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XLV of 2002).

69. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XXV of 2002).
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70. The Zakat and Ushr (Amendment) Ordinance, 2 002 (Ord. XXXVIII of 2002).

71. The National Commission for Human Development Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. No. XXIX of 2002).

72. The Pakistan. Electronic Media Regulatory Authority Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. No. XIII of 2002).

73. The Prevention and Control of Human Trafcking Ordinance, 2002 (LIX of 2002).

74. The Probation of Offenders*. (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (LXVI of 2002).

75. The Prohibition of Smoking and Protection of Non-Smokers Health Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. LXXIV 

of 2002).

76. The Freedom of Information Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XCVI of 2 002).

77. The Press Council of Pakistan Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XCVII of 2002).

78. The Press, Newspaper, News Agencies and Book Registration Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XCVIII of 

2002).

79. The Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices (Control and Prevention) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. 

CI of 2002).

80. The Drugs (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002 (Ord. XXVIII of 2002).

81. The Local Government, Election Laws (Amendment) Ordinance, 2002.

82. The Political Parties Order, 2002 (C.E.O. 18 of 2002).

83. The Political Parties (Amendment) Order, 2002 (C.E.O. 20 of 2002).

84. The Police. (Amendment) Order, 2002 (C.E.O. 36 of 2002).

85. The Contempt of Court Ordinance, 2003 (Ord. V of 2003.).

86. The Political Parties (Amendment) Act, 2004 (Act III of 2004).

87. The Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Act, 2004 (Act VIII of 2004).

88. The Defamation (Amendment) Act, 2004 (Act IX of 2004).

89. The Anti-terrorism (Amendment) Act, 2004 (Act X of 2004).

90. The Illegal Dispossession Act, 2005 (Act XI of 2005).

91. The Marriage Functions (Prohibition of Ostentatious Displays and Wasteful Expenses) 

(Amendment) Act, 2006.

92. The Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (Amendment) Act, 2007 (II of 2007).

93. The Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance, 2008.

94. The Control of Narcotics Substances Act, 1997 (XXV of 1997) .

SCHEDULE II

(See paragraphs 2 (1) (g), 6(2)] S.NO. Designation of judges and Judicial Ofcers in the NWFP except

PATA Designation of judges and Judicial Ofcers in the PATA 1 2 3

1. District and Sessions Judge – Zilla Qazi

2. Additional District and. Sessions Judge – Iza Zilla Qazi

3. Senior Civil Judge/Judicial – Aa'la Illaqa Qazi 30 of Criminal Procedure Code, 1898 (Act V of 1898) 

Aa'la Illaqa Qazi

4. Civil Judge/Judicial Magistrate Illaqa Qazi

SCHEDULE III

(See paragraph 7(4)] S. No. Description of Offences

1. All offences under Pakistan Penal Code punishable with imprisonment up to three years with or 

without ne.

2. All” offences punishable under Local and Special Laws punishable up to three years with or 

without ne.

3. Cases for prevention of breach of peace and public nuisances under the Pakistan Penal Code and 

the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898.

4. Cases pertaining to deviations of licences and permits under relevant laws applicable to the said 

area.
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